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English language review: Vanessa Cardoso Santos Eleutheriou

ABSTRACT
Since our emergence on planet Earth, we have used tools as extensors of
our human functions, leading us to evolve through new discoveries in the
science of materials, which have shaped the world and the way society
interacts with it. This has led us to modern technology, which allows us
to do more (intangible) with less (tangible). Dematerialization, which
characterizes the transition to the knowledge age, is already happening in
our society. The proposed geologic time period we are in, the
Anthropocene, is characterized by environmental catastrophes and the
quest for sustainability, where a decline in environmental quality is
already visible. Society needs to be alerted to a necessary cultural
transformation. Knowledge-based societies should obey the trend of
systematic reduction of material inputs. Thus, dematerialization can be
seen and adopted as the link between the variation of economic
manifestations in the volume of processed materials and the ways of
living and understanding the cultural process of dematerialization. To
answer the research question ‘How can knowledge societies adopt more
dematerialized lifestyles?’, the overall goal was defined as ‘developing a
sound understanding of the cultural process of dematerialization to adopt
sustainable practices in knowledge societies’. The analysis follows a
qualitative methodological approach for the empirical investigation. As
for the data collection, the semi-structured interview approach was
adopted. A total of 12 key stakeholders from market, social, academia and
government associations were selected for their involvement in
sustainable and/or dematerialized practices. We chose an integrative
literature review. As a result, the interpretative model of the cultural
process of dematerialization to achieve sustainable results in knowledge
societies is represented by the elaboration of a framework on the cultural
process of dematerialization. Stage zero starts with personal motivation;
Stage 1 is the atmosphere of knowledge; Stage 2 is consciousness born in
the individual; Stage 3 is the social metabolism; Stage 4 is the life cycle
ethics; and the last and fifth stage is that of dematerialization. The idea is
that the framework is navigable, dynamic and cyclical, such as the theory
of hyperlinks - that is, users can enter the framework levels whose
qualities they want to develop, and then navigate to another level until all
of them are achieved. This framework is, above all, an induction
framework: it induces the individual or the community, or the
organization, to seek improvement at the levels they deem necessary to
improve. It does not require a standard to be followed, but it does induce
the search for practices that lead to a more dematerialized culture.

Keywords: Dematerialization. Knowledge Society. Sustainability.
Knowledge Based Development. Cultural Process.

RESUMO EXPANDIDO
Introdução
Em um artigo do Professor Carrilo de 2004 denominado Capital cities: a
taxonomy of capital accounts for knowledge cities, ele explica que o ser
humano passou do limite de regeneração do planeta Terra, e ele está
tirando mais da Terra do que ela pode produzir com segurança. Para a
maioria das antigas civilizações, o ultrapassar deste limite foi o princípio
do fim, onde esgotaram-se os recursos naturais em um raio grande o
suficiente para que não se conseguisse mais equilibrar a demanda e a
oferta. Se o modelo industrial capitalista do século XX continuar
dominante, o que teremos são cidades cada vez maiores demandando cada
vez mais insumos, com uma crescente geração de resíduos. A prospecção
final dessa abordagem é um evidente colapso. Dentre as mudanças que o
ser humano vivenciará, Carrillo, 2004, destaca o essencialismo – a
compreensão e busca de valores fundamentais –, a virtualidade – a
capacidade virtual de atingir os mesmos resultados sem os meios
convencionais –, a experiência de atualização – a ascensão do trabalhador
e cidadão do conhecimento –, o ambientalismo – uma maior preocupação
com a sustentabilidade – e a desmaterialização, que ele conceitua como
um menor volume de entradas e saídas de materiais. A base material é
ontologicamente essencial para a sobrevivência humana. A humanidade
evoluiu, pois se utilizou dos materiais como prolongadores das funções
humanas. Kevin Kelly (2010) exemplifica “as roupas são uma extensão
da pele, as rodas são extensões dos pés e as câmeras e os telescópios, dos
olhos”. Yigitcanlar (2010) argumenta que o conhecimento recentemente
emergiu como elemento principal; e fatores que eram básicos para a
existência social também estão se deslocando e modificando para o
conhecimento. Assim, hoje, esta mudança está fazendo diminuir a
importância dos fatores materiais, resultando nesta nova era dominada
pelo conhecimento. Porém, tratando-se de um planeta finito e de,
consequentemente, recursos finitos, a economia não pode assumir a
premissa de entradas e saídas infinitas de materiais. O atual modelo
econômico precisa tratar a sustentabilidade como ela é: transversal. O
valor dos bens no mercado não é ainda capaz de incorporar ao sistema de
preços as consequências do desequilíbrio ambiental de sua extração,
processamento, uso e descarte (ABRAMOVAY, 2018). Quando as
pessoas se tornarem conscientes de que são parte da solução, uma nova
realidade acontecerá, de usufruto e manutenção dos recursos através de
mecanismos cooperativos (OSTROM, 1990). O Programa das Nações
Unidas para o Meio Ambiente (PNUMA, 2015) defende que o

desenvolvimento deve ser fomentado de forma sustentável e dentro dos
limites ambientais do planeta. Intensas forças estimulam a
desmaterialização à medida que a transição da produção industrial para a
produção baseada no conhecimento se expande na maioria das regiões.
(KNIGHT, 1995). Desta forma, o problema de pesquisa emergiu através
da busca da importância da desmaterialização para a sociedade abraçar a
sustentabilidade em todos os aspectos da vida cotidiana, de forma a
apoderar-se de conhecimento para que ambos, a sustentabilidade e o
conhecimento, fomentem o desenvolvimento econômico.
Objetivos
Tendo exposta a motivação pessoal e contextualizado o problema
encontrado no tema, a pergunta que guiou a pesquisa foi: como as
sociedades do conhecimento podem adotar estilos de vida mais
desmaterializados? Com ferramentas da jornada para responder à
pergunta de pesquisa, foram delimitados o objetivo geral e os objetivos
específicos, os quais seguem. O objetivo que fornece uma solução para a
questão de pesquisa é desenvolver compreensão do processo cultural de
desmaterialização para adotar práticas sustentáveis nas sociedades do
conhecimento. Os específicos são: a) investigar detalhes do processo
cultural de desmaterialização em teoria e prática; b) determinar as
percepções dos atores-chave na promoção de práticas desmaterializadas;
e c) gerar insights sobre a adoção de práticas de desmaterialização em
sociedades do conhecimento para alcançar resultados sustentáveis.
Metodologia
A análise segue uma abordagem metodológica qualitativa para a
investigação empírica. Segundo Merriam (1998), o conceito de guardachuva engloba várias formas de investigação, é uma característica da
pesquisa qualitativa e ajuda a compreender e explicar o significado dos
fenômenos sociais ligados ao possível cenário natural da pesquisa.
Quanto à coleta de dados, este estudo utiliza dados primários e
secundários. Os dados primários são coletados por meio de entrevistas,
observações e análise documental (RICHARDSON, 2008). Dados
secundários foram obtidos de artigos selecionados de periódicos
internacionais em banco de dados. Para realizar a pesquisa com base nos
procedimentos de revisão sistemática, o referencial de Ferenhof e
Fernandes (2013) foi aproveitado. Estes autores propõem quatro fases
para desvelar a produção científica sobre um tema específico: (i)
definição do protocolo de pesquisa; (ii) análise dos dados; (iii) síntese; e
(iv) redação científica. Várias tentativas e buscas foram feitas

antecipadamente até que os constructos corretos pudessem ser escolhidos.
Mais de 20 construtos de pesquisa foram pesquisados e interrelacionados. Este esforço de pesquisa expôs uma lacuna na comunidade
científica sobre a relação entre a desmaterialização e o desenvolvimento
baseado no conhecimento e, consequentemente, na sociedade e na
economia do conhecimento. Por esse motivo, a estratégia de busca usou
os termos “desmaterialização” E “economia” E “material”. O filtro de
tempo não foi aplicado, então a busca incluiu as primeiras publicações até
o ano de 2018. Apenas os artigos publicados em língua inglesa foram
selecionados. Em relação à consulta do banco de dados, foram
selecionadas as bases de dados Scopus, Web of Science e Science Direct,
todas em fevereiro de 2018. O primeiro filtro foi executado em conjunto
e sua indicação foi a de ler o título e as palavras-chave. A base de dados
Scopus encontrou 71 resultados, dos quais 46 foram selecionados lendo o
título, o resumo e as palavras-chave. O banco de dados da Web of Science
encontrou 70 resultados; 49 deles foram os mesmos encontrados por
Scopus e 8 foram selecionados a partir da leitura de título, resumo e
palavras-chave. O banco de dados do Science Direct encontrou 24
resultados; 18 repetidos da pesquisa anterior e 4 foram selecionados pela
leitura do título, do resumo e das palavras-chave. O segundo filtro
aplicado foi o da leitura do resumo. Vinte e dois artigos foram
selecionados para leitura em texto completo, o que resultou em 20
trabalhos selecionados. Para a etapa de síntese, uma matriz de
conhecimento citada por Ferenhof e Fernandes (2013) foi montada com
doze itens que foram preenchidos durante a leitura dos artigos, iniciando
a escrita científica. Artigos que foram citados e considerados essenciais
para este estudo foram incorporados. Assim, optou-se por uma revisão
integrativa da literatura para orientar este trabalho (ROMAN &
FRIEDLANDER, 1998). Como uma pesquisa de estudo de caso (YIN,
2003) permite uma compreensão profunda dos direcionadores lógicos ou
causais dos fenômenos – ao invés de generalização estatística –, é
razoável neste estudo examinar o caso do processo cultural de
desmaterialização entrevistando atores-chave. Um total de 12 pessoas
foram selecionadas como atores-chave envolvidas com práticas
sustentáveis e/ou desmaterializadas e concordaram em ser entrevistadas.
Adotou-se a abordagem de entrevista semiestruturada, onde as entrevistas
iniciaram com o compartilhamento dos achados da revisão da literatura
com os entrevistados e seguido de um conjunto de questões prédeterminadas. Cada entrevista durou entre 25 e 45 minutos e todas foram
gravadas e transcritas manualmente em texto.

Resultados e Discussão
Para a elaboração deste capítulo utilizei-me de análise temática, de forma
a definir em temas o que foi identificado na revisão de literatura e nas
entrevistas. Desta forma, sistematicamente foram organizadas as
temáticas de forma a oferecer informações sobre os padrões de
significados encontrados e apreendidos pela percepção pessoal. Foi
criado um framework interpretativo do processo cultural da
desmaterialização para alcançar resultados sustentáveis em sociedades do
conhecimento. O Estágio Zero do framework inicia com a motivação
pessoal, pois o indivíduo necessita desta força interior para agir rumo às
práticas mais sustentáveis de desmaterialização. A motivação pessoal é
composta por três elementos: os desejos, os interesses e as necessidades.
O Estágio 1 é a atmosfera do conhecimento que permeia e pertence ao
indivíduo em todos os seus processos diários, composta pela sensação, a
percepção, a cognição e a competência. O Estágio 2 é a consciência que
nasce no indivíduo quando ele desperta, sente e percebe o que acontece
ao seu redor e procura as razões. É quando ele assume a responsabilidade
por suas escolhas. Ela é composta pela sensibilização, experimentação,
pertencimento e valor. O Estágio 3 é o metabolismo social baseado na
sustentabilidade ambiental, econômica e social e é o resultado dos fluxos
de matéria e energia da interação entre natureza-sociedade e sociedadesociedade, bem como as práticas culturais que as pessoas adotam em cada
processo. Ela é composta pelo comportamento social, o marco
regulatório, a economia alternativa, e a tecnologia apropriada. O Estágio
4 é a ética do ciclo de vida, onde o consumidor deve estar ciente do ciclo
do produto e/ou serviço que ele escolhe consumir. É composto pela
produção, consumo e reincorporação. E o último e quinto estágio é o da
desmaterialização, que envolve saber adotar práticas mais
desmaterializadas, produzir conhecimento e disseminá-lo, trazendo os
resultados para a sociedade na forma de sustentabilidade. É composta pela
sociedade do conhecimento, resultados sustentáveis e o processo cultural.
Considerações Finais
A ideia do framework é de que ele seja navegável, forma dinâmica e
cíclica, como a teoria dos hiperlinks, ou seja, o usuário pode adentrar nos
níveis que por hora deseja de forma a desenvolver suas qualidades
naquele sentido e depois navegar para outro nível até que todos estejam
alcançados. Este framework acima de tudo, é um framework de indução:
ele induz que o indivíduo ou a comunidade, ou a organização busque o
melhoramento nos níveis que julga necessário melhorar. Não traz uma
obrigatoriedade de seguir um padrão, mas induz que se busquem práticas

que levem a uma cultura mais desmaterializada. Este estudo buscou
responder à pergunta “Como as sociedades do conhecimento podem
adotar um estilo de vida desmaterializado?”, a qual foi respondida com a
elaboração do framework sobre o processo cultural da desmaterialização
que adveio da revisão de literatura, dos entrevistados e das convicções
adquiridas com a experiência de vida e observações da pesquisadora. O
objetivo geral, “desenvolver compreensão do processo cultural de
desmaterialização, a fim de adotar práticas sustentáveis nas sociedades do
conhecimento” também foi cumprido com a adoção do framework. O
primeiro objetivo específico foi “investigar especificidades do processo
cultural de desmaterialização em teoria e prática”, o qual foi desenvolvido
no segundo capítulo deste trabalho com a revisão de literatura, e
evidenciado no terceiro capítulo através de figuras que guiaram a criação
das perguntas das entrevistas. O segundo objetivo específico foi
“determinar percepções de atores-chave na promoção de práticas
desmaterializadas”, alcançado no capítulo 4. Este capítulo revela as
opiniões de pessoas reconhecidas regional, nacional e internacionalmente
por suas ações no sentido de buscar práticas sustentáveis seja a nível
social, econômico e/ou ambiental. O terceiro e último objetivo específico
foi “gerar conhecimentos sobre a adoção de práticas de desmaterialização
em sociedades do conhecimento, a fim de alcançar resultados
sustentáveis” e pôde ser alcançado com a criação do framework do
processo cultural da desmaterialização. Desta maneira, propõem-se os
insights obtidos durante este processo: 1) Gere seu recurso; 2) Considere
o peso histórico; 3) Viva sem angústia; 4) Procure novos símbolos e
identificações; 5) Busque a alfabetização ecológica; 6) Seja responsável
por seus atos; 7) Faça sempre até onde seu braço alcança; 8) Mude seu
estilo de vida; 9) Estimule e apoie as economias alternativas e os
mercados locais; 10) Busque se informar e compreender a lógica do
crescimento econômico, do consumo, dos fluxos e ciclo dos materiais;
11) Exija que o governo abrace a causa e estimule a agenda de práticas
sustentáveis e desmaterializadas; 12) A desmaterialização é uma escola
filosófica itinerante e está vinculada a valores existenciais e estilo de vida;
e por fim, 13) Todos nós devemos ser mais pensantes, criativos, artísticos,
cognitivos, sensoriais e sensitivos.
Palavras-chave: Desmaterialização. Sociedade do Conhecimento.
Sustentabilidade. Desenvolvimento Baseado no Conhecimento. Processo
Cultural.

RESUMO
Desde o nosso surgimento no planeta Terra, utilizamo-nos de ferramentas
como extensores de nossas funções humanas, o que nos levou a evoluir
através das novas descobertas na ciência dos materiais, os quais
moldaram o mundo e a forma como a sociedade interage com ele. Isto nos
levou à tecnologia moderna, que nos permite fazer mais (intangível) com
menos (tangível). A desmaterialização, que caracteriza a transição para a
era do conhecimento, já está acontecendo em nossa sociedade. A
consequência da ação do ser humano no planeta mostra visível um
declínio na qualidade ambiental. O período de tempo geológico proposto
em que estamos, o Antropoceno, é caracterizado por catástrofes
ambientais e pela busca pela sustentabilidade. A sociedade precisa ser
alertada para uma necessária transformação cultural. Sociedades do
conhecimento devem obedecer à tendência de redução sistemática de
insumos materiais. Assim, a desmaterialização pode ser vista e adotada
como o elo entre a variação das manifestações econômicas no volume de
materiais processados e os modos de viver e compreender o processo
cultural da desmaterialização. Para responder à pergunta de pesquisa de
‘como as sociedades do conhecimento podem adotar estilos de vida mais
desmaterializados?’, o objetivo geral foi definido como ‘desenvolver
compreensão do processo cultural de desmaterialização para adotar
práticas sustentáveis nas sociedades do conhecimento’. A análise segue
uma abordagem metodológica qualitativa para a investigação empírica.
Quanto à coleta de dados, adotou-se a abordagem de entrevista
semiestruturada. Um total de 12 atores-chave de associações comerciais,
sociais, academias e governamentais foram selecionadas por seu
envolvimento com práticas sustentáveis, de desmaterialização e ou
conhecimento sobre economia e sociedades do conhecimento. Optou-se
por uma revisão integrativa da literatura. Como resultado, o modelo
interpretativo do processo cultural da desmaterialização para alcançar
resultados sustentáveis em sociedades do conhecimento está representado
com a elaboração de um framework sobre o processo cultural da
desmaterialização. O Estágio zero inicia com a motivação pessoal; o
Estágio 1 é a atmosfera do conhecimento; o Estágio 2 é a consciência
nasce no indivíduo; o Estágio 3 é o metabolismo social; o Estágio 4 é a
ética do ciclo de vida.; e o último e quinto estágio é o da
desmaterialização. A ideia do framework é de que ele seja navegável,
forma dinâmica e cíclica, como a teoria dos hiperlinks, ou seja, o usuário
pode adentrar nos níveis que por hora deseja de forma a desenvolver suas
qualidades naquele sentido e depois navegar para outro nível até que

todos estejam alcançados. Este framework acima de tudo, é um
framework de indução: ele induz que o indivíduo ou a comunidade, ou a
organização busque o melhoramento nos níveis que julga necessário
melhorar. Não traz uma obrigatoriedade de seguir um padrão, mas induz
que se busquem práticas que levem a uma cultura mais desmaterializada.
Palavras-chave: Desmaterialização. Sociedade do Conhecimento.
Sustentabilidade. Desenvolvimento Baseado no Conhecimento. Processo
Cultural.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The first chapter of this dissertation aims to introduce (i) the
motivation for the research theme; (ii) contextualization of the problem
that guided this study; (iii) the problem this study addressed; (iv) the
general objective and the specific objectives of this study; (v) adherence
to the Graduate Program in Engineering and Knowledge Management;
and (vi) the structure of the dissertation.
1.1

MOTIVATION

My passion for science began in childhood and accompanies me to
this day. I attained an academic degree in Materials Engineering and then
obtained the teaching certificate in Physics, because for me, teaching for
adolescents was like being on a mission to transform the world. My
classes have always been very diverse since I was not only concerned
with teaching what was required by federal regulations in the area of
physics but also wanted to make the students think.
I certainly disseminated knowledge; planted in the students the
seed of curiosity, of questioning, of being a scientist. To be a scientist is
to observe, to formulate hypotheses, to test them; it is not accepting built
concepts without knowing where they came from. It is to be humble to
the point of being grateful for a failed experiment because that meant
discarding another way to arrive at the result. It is to be aware that even
if we believe our hypotheses, this does not make them true, as Neil
DeGrasse Tyson said in 2017 in an American audience program: “the
good thing about science is that it’s true, whether or not you believe in
it”.
I started my master’s degree in the Graduate Program in
Engineering and Knowledge Management (PPGEGC) at the Federal
University of Santa Catarina (UFSC) without knowing for sure how I
would combine my previous knowledge with the one that was to come,
but I was certain that it would happen at some point. My opportunity came
when I was invited to join LabCHIS, the Humane Smart Cities research
group led by my supervisor, Prof. Eduardo Moreira da Costa, PhD., and
Ms Jamile Sabatini Marques, PhD. Every day spent with the members of
the laboratory made me surer and happier of my place there.
During one of the research group meetings, a fellow engineer
shared his story and how he managed to combine these knowledges. I left
that meeting confident that my path would be similar. I began to wonder
what motivated me as a human being in the materials engineering area.
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And fortunately, a few days later in a Knowledge-Based Development
class, Professor Francisco Javier Carrillo mentioned the concept of
Dematerialization. At that moment, even in a closed, windowless room,
my sun shone.
In his 2004 paper ‘Capital cities: a taxonomy of capital accounts
for knowledge cities’, Carrillo affirms the human being has crossed the
limit of regeneration of planet Earth, taking more from Earth than it can
safely produce. For most of the ancient civilizations, exceeding this limit
was the beginning of the end; when natural resources have been exhausted
in such a large area that demand and supply couldn’t find balance
anymore. If the capitalist industrial model of the twentieth century
continues to dominate, we will have increasingly larger cities demanding
more and more inputs from a growing generation of waste. The final
prospect of this approach is an evident collapse.
Still, in the same paper, Carrillo draws attention to the figure
reproduced below (Figure 1), an illustrative representation of a society
purely based on extraction, production and consumption of materials, and
its transition for a knowledge-based society. Researchers and observers
on the subject are still learning the many changes that will develop along
this process and impact on human activity and lifestyle.
Figure 1: Transition from material-based to knowledge-based societies

Source: Carrillo, 2004.
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Among the changes the human being is expected to experience, he
emphasizes the essentialism – the understanding and pursuit of
fundamental values –, the virtuality – the virtual capacity to achieve the
same results without conventional means –, the experience upgrade – the
rise of the knowledge worker and citizen –, the environmentalism – a
greater concern with sustainability –, and dematerialization, which he
conceptualizes as a smaller volume of inputs and outputs of materials
(CARRILLO, 2004).
In facing these future changes, I learned that all four elements
mentioned above will only be possible as a consequence of the fifth, the
dematerialization culture, and that environmentalism will only be
possible with the society’s perfect understanding and acceptance of the
dematerialization. Therefore, dematerialization is not only a smaller
volume of inputs and outputs of materials, but also indeed a cultural
process.
1.2

CONTEXTUALIZATION

Thus, I felt motivated enough to seek in literature the knowledge
that would make me understand the cultural process of dematerialization
in the society we are developing: the knowledge society.
Naibitt and Aburdene (2000) argue that some strong aspects are
provoking the shift to a knowledge society. Among these aspects, he lists:
(i) sustainable environmental, economic and social development; (ii)
demographic changes; (iii) natural resources and the environment; (iv)
globalization of the economy; (v) technological development; (vi) the
new role of the State; (vii) the Asia phenomenon; (viii) production
customization; (ix) business management and (x) knowledge. In this
study we will cover most of the mentioned items since they are correlated
with the dematerialization process.
Dos Santos (2005) mentions that sustainable development can be
guaranteed when fiscal equilibrium –a balanced relationship between
income and expenses –; social balance – a balanced relationship between
the included and excluded –; and environmental balance – the rational use
of resources natural resources available – are interconnected with each
other and with the generation and transmission of knowledge.
The generation and transmission of knowledge can be visualized
and interpreted by Figure 2 below, adapted from Watson (2003) and
Shedroff (2001) concerning the flow of knowledge, where each step adds
value and evolves at the level of understanding and context.
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Figure 2: Atmosphere of the knowledge flow.

Source: The author, 2018, based on Watson (2003) and Shedroff (2001).

I have also learned that dematerialization is not only a quantitative
analysis of the inflow and outflow of materials but also the qualitative
analysis of what might propel countries, states, municipalities,
communities and people to reduce their demand, their consumption of
materials.
Carrillo (2018) mentions that dematerialization has important
antecedents, but because of the environmental problems the planet has
been facing, the subject is again treated as a guide to finding solutions to
these difficulties. The material basis is ontologically essential for human
survival. Humanity evolved because materials were used as extensions of
human functions. Kevin Kelly (2010) exemplifies: “clothes are an
extension of the skin, the wheels are extensions of the feet and the
cameras and the telescopes, of the eyes”.
From the rise of the human being, we were surrounded by things
we have not created, but history demonstrates our remarkable capacity of
learning to produce goods and services, which have only increased and
improved. With each new knowledge acquired, we were able to discover
and fabricate different tools for different needs (KELLY, 2010) This
behaviour has made our lives longer and more comfortable. As a positive
result, we also were motivated to acquire more and more knowledge, and
technology has improved (AUSUBEL, 1994).
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Technology is the result of every enhancement in tools to serve the
humanity. It develops from material-knowledge cycles. Continuous
improvement will always be a human characteristic, so a level of
obsolescence is expected; but not the waste that comes along with it
(KELLY, 2010). Understanding the relationship between material cycles,
economic growth and knowledge is essential for preventing waste and
solving environmental problems associated with material extraction,
production, consumption and waste (ZHANG et. al., 2017).
Shortages of resources and pollution lead us to ennoble materials.
Possessing the knowledge of how materials are extracted, transported,
transformed, used and discarded may clarify material choices according
to the product durability and application (ABRAMOVAY, 2018). Hence,
technology is becoming popular and essential in our society when it
comes to the possibility of substituting material applications and give
them noble destinations (KELLY, 2010).
In 1992, Ausubel said that “as much as we have transformed land
and materials, we may also have created the technical and cultural basis
for a deeply green planet”; for this reason, dematerialization and waste
reduction are the result of sociotechnical systems.
The difference from the first studies about dematerialization to
recent ones is the relative weight of the material basis in our lifestyles.
In this study, my analysis was based on the concepts of
Knowledge-Based Development. Yigitcanlar’s Knowledge-Based Urban
Development – KBUD (2010) regards knowledge as a structuring
element and driving force for an economic and sustainable development,
proposing transformation processes of cities into knowledge cities
(MARQUES, 2015).
In the paper ‘Making space and place for the knowledge economy’,
Yigitcanlar (2010) argues that cities originally emerged as places for
commodity exchange, and that much depended on knowledge for the
production and marketing of these goods. The paper points out that
knowledge has recently emerged as the main element, and factors that
used to be elementary to social existence are also shifting to knowledge.
So today, this change is diminishing the importance of material factors,
resulting in this new age dominated by knowledge.
Yigitcanlar (2010) demonstrates that KBUD is seen as a dynamic
process of restructuring and redevelopment of cities, with the potential to
bring economic prosperity and sustainable socio-spatial order.
Knowledge-based economic development should be supported by
(i) technical knowledge for innovation and improvement of products and
services; (ii) market knowledge to understand economic variations; (iii)
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financial knowledge to measure the inputs and outputs of production and
services processes; and (iv) human capital in the form of skills and
creativity (LEVER, 2002; YIGITCANLAR, 2010).
David and Foray (2003) argue that the knowledge economy
characterizes a likely scenario of structural transformations in the
economy. Factors such as efficiency, innovation, equity and quality of
goods and services tend to increase with the growing creation of new
knowledge and easy access to information bases. The development of
new technologies and new forms of education are essential within this
context.
It turns out that, in the case of a finite planet and of consequently
finite resources, the economy cannot assume the premise of infinite
inflows and outflows of materials. The current economic model is
collapsing because it does not treat sustainability as it is: transversal. The
value of goods in the market is not yet able to incorporate into the price
system the consequences of the environmental imbalance of its extraction,
processing, use and disposal (ABRAMOVAY, 2018).
When people become aware that they are part of the solution a new
reality should emerge, a reality of usufruct and maintenance of resources
through cooperative mechanisms (OSTROM, 1990).
We are born to share and cooperate. The millennials, or Generation
Y (from 1984, and therefore my generation), grew by sharing: files,
songs, games. For this generation, satisfaction is much less in the tangible
than for any previous generation. It is natural for them to change from the
culture of the self to a culture of ‘us’. And technology has only facilitated
this to happen faster. Mobile collaboration encourages instant sharing
(BOTSMAN & ROGERS, 2011).
Strong forces stimulate dematerialization, as the transition from
industrial production to knowledge-based production takes hold in most
regions (KNIGHT, 1995; CARRILLO, 2004). Dematerialization
encourages you not to need a physical object in order to benefit from a
service, for example. It works with a lower volume of material processing,
especially in extraction. The goal is the circularity of materials. It is not
simply waste reduction and management, it is a redesign in systems and
products so that the value of the material can be recovered at the end of
each cycle (MCDONOUGH, BRAUNGART, 2010).
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP, 2015) argues
that development should be promoted in a sustainable way, within the
planet’s environmental limits.
The 12th goal from the Atlas of Sustainable Development Goals
2018 is about the Responsible Consumption and Production, in order to
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ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns. The result from
World Development Indicators presents important information, and at
least four of them are crucial for this study: (i) people in high-income
countries consume more extracted materials than people elsewhere do;
(ii) transforming natural resources into other forms of wealth is a major
challenge; (iii) one-third of food produced for human consumption is lost
or wasted. This is a waste of the resources used to produce, manage, and
transport it; and (iv) only 1 out of 10 countries with available data recycles
or composts more than 50 percent of municipal waste. Brazil has no
available data.
Carrillo (2004) understands that the trend towards the systematic
reduction of material inputs is the current reality. It requires a
restructuring of the cities, so that the importance of knowledge in the
creation of wealth is explicit and practised, thus generating a sustainable
development (KNIGHT, 1995).
Hence my research problem emerged: seeking the importance of
dematerialization for society in order to embrace sustainability in all
aspects of everyday life – seizing knowledge so that both sustainability
and knowledge are able to promote economic development.
1.3

RESEARCH QUESTION

Having exposed my passion for the subject and contextualized the
problem related to it, the question that guided my quest to address it was:
‘How can knowledge societies adopt a dematerialized lifestyle?’.
1.4

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

As tools in my journey to answer the research question, I outlined
the general objective and the specific objectives as follows.
1.4.1

General Objective

The main goal which may deliver a solution to the research
question is: to develop a sound understanding into the cultural process of
dematerialization in order to adopt sustainable practices in knowledge
societies.
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1.4.2

Specific Objectives
a) To investigate specificities of the cultural process of
dematerialization in theory and practice;
b) To determine perceptions of key actors in promoting
dematerialized practices;
c) To generate insights into the adoption of dematerialization
practices through a proposed process in knowledge societies
in order to achieve sustainable outcomes.

1.5

ADHERENCE TO THE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
ENGINEERING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
(PPGEGC)

The structural proposition of this dissertation lies in the result of
merging Dematerialization and Knowledge-Based Development. Thus, it
contributes to the Engineering and Knowledge Management Program in
the research line of ‘Knowledge Management in Entrepreneurship,
Innovation and Sustainability’. This research lines
investigates the profile of entrepreneurs, the
environmental governance and innovation
networks; to that end, proposes studies in which the
processes of creation and application of knowledge
are determinant for the implementation of the
changes required by the knowledge economy
(PPGEGC, 2018).

It also aims to be socially relevant, since knowledge-based
development brings together concepts of increasing importance in the socalled knowledge economy and emphasizes the generation, retention and
dissemination of intangible assets.
The study of knowledge-based development proposes that only
through knowledge can the human being develop as a society in a
sustainable way.
Likewise, the concept of dematerialization deals with production
cycles and consumption of materials in an efficient and innovative
practice. It demonstrates that efficacy occurs when the population
acquires knowledge of the extraction, manufacturing, transportation,
consumption and disposal cycles.
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This study corresponds to the knowledge management area by
characterizing the sustainable urban development along with a
multidisciplinary area which incorporates knowledge from economics,
engineering and technology, among others.
When we come across non-linear concepts, such as those
mentioned above, all human and scientific knowledge are summoned to
understand and share this cyclical wisdom.
For this reason, this research emerged cooperatively with the
research group meetings of the International Research Lab on Humane
and Sustainable Smart Cities, which since 2012 has been studying human
beings and their habitat, and standing out with their research, workshops,
consultancies and publications. The group itself has a multidisciplinary
background. In addition to internationally renowned professors, we have
engineers,
economists,
lawyers,
physicists,
administrators,
internationalists, journalists, educators, as well as many masters and PhDs
in Engineering and Knowledge Management.
As a result of the studies of the members of the laboratory, we can
mention some works related to this research topic, such as:
•

•

•

•

An ‘International Zero Waste Academic Collaboration’
(IZAC): Confronting tomorrow’s environmental
challenges today! Jonathon Hannon; Gustavo Rittl; Jamile
Sabatini Marques; Rogério Portanova; Twisa Nakazima
Nakazima; Amauri Bogo. FAUBAI, 2018.
Understanding ‘smart cities’: Intertwining development
drivers with desired outcomes in a multidimensional
framework. Tan Yigitcanlar; Md. Kamruzzaman; Laurie
Buys; Giuseppe Ioppolo; Jamile Sabatini Marques;
Eduardo Moreira da Costa; JinHyo Joseph Yune. Cities,
2018.
Knowledge-based, smart and sustainable cities: a
provocation for a conceptual framework. Daniel Lage
Chang; Jamile Sabatini Marques; Eduardo Moreira da
Costa; Paulo Mauricio Selig; Tan Yigitcanlar. Journal of
Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and Complexity,
v. 4, n. 1, p. 5, 2018.
Sustainable development of smart cities: a systematic
review of the literature. Evelin Priscila Trindade; Marcus
Phoebe Farias Hinnig; Eduardo Moreira da Costa; Jamile
Sabatini Marques; Rogério Cid Bastos; Tan Yigitcanlar.
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•
•
•

1.6

Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and
Complexity, v. 3, n. 1, p. 11, 2017.
Relatório: Workshop sobre a Ponte Hercílio Luz.
LabCHIS and Fecomércio SC. Relatório em mídia digital
e impressa, Florianópolis. 2017.
Humane Smart Cities. Eduardo Moreira da Costa; Álvaro
Duarte de Oliveira. The Oxford Handbook of
Interdisciplinarity, Second Edition, p. 228, 2016.
Smartness that matters: towards a comprehensive and
human-centred characterisation of smart cities.
Alexander Prado Lara; Eduardo Moreira da Costa; Thiago
Zilinscki Furlani; Tan Yigitcanlar. Journal of Open
Innovation: Technology, Market, and Complexity, v. 2, n.
1, p. 1-13, 2016.

DISSERTATION STRUCTURE

This dissertation is organized into six chapters. The first chapter
gives an overview of the research. The bibliographic review is presented
in chapter 2. The methodological process of how data was searched,
processed and analysed is detailed in chapter 3. Next, chapter 4 presents
information and analysis of perceptions acquired in interviews with
public, private, academic and community sectors. Chapter 5 then presents
the policy guidelines and framework of the cultural perception of
dematerialization. Finally, in chapter 6, are the final considerations and
discussion on the answers that correspond to the research question, and
any suggestions for future research, as shown in the Figure 3 bellow.
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Figure 3: Dissertation structure.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND BEST PRACTICES

The first part of this section addresses the general framework of
knowledge-based development, as well as the sustainable development
that emerges as a consequence of it. It also addresses the transition from
the industrial paradigm to the knowledge paradigm. In engineering and
knowledge management, we study how knowledge exists and manifests
itself, and how we perceive and deal with it. Therefore, this section also
conceptualizes “information” and “knowledge” and describes in what
way the combination of these two with the interests, wishes and needs of
citizens can serve as a guide for decision-making; as well as society’s
cultural processes, behaviour, economy and sustainability.
The second part conceptualizes economics in general and how it
evolves into the knowledge economy. It also presents the knowledge
society as a development from the knowledge economy, since the
knowledge economy feeds on human intangible factors; and as a result of
knowledge, sustainability becomes inevitable.
The third part describes how human beings evolved thanks to the
materials science, from the use of the first tools as extenders of human
functions to today’s highest technology. It also goes through the study of
physics with the redefinition of the human-universe relationship – where
everything comprehended in the beginnings of philosophy was material
and tangible –, to modern physics with the General Relativity Theory and
Quantum Theory – where matter only exists when it is perceived.
Quantum theory is responsible for current technology and leads us to
dematerialization; the holistic view of systems is what may guide us
towards a sustainable knowledge-based society.
The fourth and final part of this section indicates what the authors
in literature suggest about the cultural process of dematerialization. It
addresses our way of understanding and relating to the world; what
encompasses the physical dimension, the economic dimension and the
philosophical dimension. The transition to this movement is the
realization that we are only part of a much larger system, which is nature.
Elinor Ostrom says that once people become aware that they are
responsible for the solutions, a new reality will emerge. Francisco Javier
Gamboa Carrillo emphasizes that every human system walks toward what
it values. Thus, we expect society to value its habitat and become aware
of the necessity for cultural change in its behaviour. The acquired
knowledge must generate a disturbance in the system, because only then
will it be effective; knowledge must generate value, so it can be valued.
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2.1

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

AND

KNOWLEDGE-BASED

Knowledge, for the Graduate Program in Engineering and
Knowledge Management from the Federal University of Santa Catarina
(PPGEGC/UFSC, 2016), is the structural component in the process of
value creation, whether in the human being or incorporated into an
artefact.
Data is the contextless amount of numbers, letter, pictures, spoken
words and also physical objects. Information is usually a descriptive data
with some level of context. Knowledge is built on information and
represents the understanding of the context, developing meaning: “The
innate ability to evoke meaning through understanding – to evaluate,
judge and decide – is what distinguishes the human mind from other life
forms” (BENNET & BENNET, 2007). Knowledge and specialized
education are the key factors for quality of life in a sustainable society
(MARSAL-LLACUNA et. al., 2015).
This ability represents what Oliveira and Campolargo (2015) call
WIN – wishes, interests and needs. The WIN Methodology developed by
them supports citizen engagement and motivation for daily choices.
In order to gain knowledge, it is necessary to exchange knowledge
(in every way and every sense – hearing, seeing, touching, tasting and
smelling), to generate a disturbance on the systems of emitters and
receptors. This way, it becomes a valuable asset; in every step from the
data > information > knowledge process, there is an increase in value
promoted by a human system pursuing it.
According to Marques (2015), “knowledge has become a key
element in the production and creation of a vibrant economy, a prosperous
society and a city of sustainable knowledge”. The Knowledge-Based
Development (KBD) is a theory which considers people’s knowledge as
a central element for our society’s sustainable development. In order to
sustainably develop, societies’ own characteristics should be valued
(CARRILLO, 2002). These characteristics could be represented by
cultural processes, potentialities and local resources (KNIGHT, 1995).
According to Fachinelli et al. (2017), “the KDB theory considers
the creation, distribution and use of knowledge factors for value creation
to companies, people, and society”. The theory of value creation has
evolved to a broad scope, considering the non-tangible forms of capital
as fundamental vectors for the generation of value in the community.
Thus, KBD assumes that knowledge is a social construct and a
development factor.
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Knowledge-based development has an implicit intention also in its
name; according to Carrillo (2002), “[it] refer[s] to the whole domain of
human experience and potential” In order to achieve those potentials, the
human experience must occur in a place where their knowledge resources
are valued and their development, conducted. Cities offer that rich
environment which will ultimately lead to the formation of the local
knowledge society. For that reason, cities should emphasize their citizens’
cultural processes and not the exploitation of natural resources (KNIGHT,
1995).
The guiding principles of the KBD, according to Fachinelli et. al.
(2014), are: “social inclusion (access to goods and creative services),
innovation, cultural diversity, and sustainability (social, cultural,
environmental and economic)”.
Carrillo (2015) argues that KBD can lead human civilization to a
developed and knowledge-based future because it has the capacity to
balance the production, consumption and distribution of the vital sources
of matter and energy – based on common values as ethics, politics,
economy and culture, and prioritizing intangible and intellectual assets
rather than material and monetary assets. The qualitative difference
between assets, called by Carrillo and Batra (2012) the knowledge-based
and the material-based phenomenon, is established when the second one
is based on physical and material realities, and the first one on
dematerialized principles as signs, memories, and proper knowledge.
This is the reason KBD is seen as a multidisciplinary theory
(CARRILLO, 2002). As Yigitcanlar (2009) says “it is a concept that
recognizes that human civilization is an integral part of the natural world,
and that nature must be preserved and perpetuated if the human
community itself is to survive”.
Therefore, knowledge is an internal questioning by a questioning
mind. We should ask ourselves about the way we understand and act in
the world. Yigitcanlar (2009) says that sustainable development is a
challenge while we grow as nations, since growing means extra needs of
natural resources in order to acquire more goods, industrial products,
energy and food. The sustainable development brings together all these
requests while preserving and protecting the environment.
The balance between human being and natural environment is the
smart use of the planet’s resources, thinking about next generations
(DIZDAROGLU et. al., 2009).
Bryant, 2015, says that the relentless exploitation of the
environment to this day has inaugurated the age of the Anthropocene,
which is rapidly transforming the planet’s entire climate and environment.
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Considering that the material component of development is a consumer
of natural resources, the sustainable development models adopted should
raise questions about the availability and distribution of these resources,
as well as the characterization, sanctioning, mitigation and control of the
impacts industrial activities exert (RAUPP, 2006).
Problems regarding the society metabolism can be listed as: i)
exhaustion of resources; (ii) pollution; iii) entropy; iv) inefficiency of
services; v) open cycles; vi) unbridled growth. Thus, environmental
performance indicators need to analyse material flows interdisciplinarity,
providing a powerful tool when knowledge-based development aligns
with sustainability (FISCHER-KOWALSKI, 1998b).
Spots of nature close to where people live and work, such as smallscale green areas in cities, bring countless benefits to them. In addition to
environmental and ecological services, being in contact with nature
provides important social and psychological benefits to society, which
enrich human life with meaning and emotions (CHIESURA, 2004).
The phrase “metabolism between man and nature” was used by
Marx and Engels (1867) to define the relation of material exchange
between man and nature; but it highlights man’s dependence on nature,
going beyond the commonly accepted idea that men simply “use” nature
(FISCHER-KOWALSKI, 1998).
Sustainable development is born from the sustainability of human
behaviour itself, where there is awareness of the true cost of our daily
goods. The idea of sustainable and knowledge-based societies was born
from the understanding of the individual human behaviour, and the local
cultural process from which that behaviour developed (PORTNEY,
BERRY, 2014).
In order to solve today’s environmental problems as well as
tomorrow’s problems of living in an increasingly urban world (COSTA
& OLIVEIRA, 2016), a holistic view of our lifestyle is required. Our
society should become more sensitive to the natural surroundings, that is,
be aware of the connection between man and nature, and make an effort
to strengthen it (TRETTER, 2013).
In a sustainable and knowledge-based development, the green
economy should be promoted along with the awareness of a sustainable
lifestyle (LARA, 2016). To achieve sustainability, the economy, the
society and the environment should be involved. The KBD must provide
all basic needs of societies while contributing to a sustainable global
balance (CARRILLO, 2002).
The sustainable and knowledge-based society sets and seizes
sustainable principles which promote biodiversity conservation through
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protected areas, gardens, parks, greenways, green corridors and biosphere
reserves. Thus, provides good quality of life, in an environment-friendly
city based on good education, healthcare, green buildings, higher living
standards, better quality for community services, social equity, green
business, and transportation with renewable fuel (DIZDAROGLU et. al.,
2009; KONDEPUDI, 2014; YIGITCANLAR & DIZDAROGLU, 2015).
In a sustainable and knowledge-based society, space where
citizens live should be carbon-neutral, have a green architecture and the
sustainability should provide the path to new indicators of economic
development. The carbon-neutral feature should also be present in the
economy, including carbon-neutral production and consumption
(YIGITCANLAR & LEE, 2013; INAYATULLAH, 2011).
The technology is fundamental on a sustainable and knowledgebased society. It supports an intelligent and efficient feedback in terms of
saving resources, costs and energy and also promoting innovation
(KONDEPUDI, 2014). Technology could also help spreading
knowledge, making information on product-related processes public and
accessible, including on material extraction, manufacturing and disposal.
This is important in a sustainable and knowledge-based society in order
to recover and reduce waste, with efficiency regards use of the material
as recommended by the United Nations Environment Programme
(PNUMA, 2007).
The KBD policy transition, as highlighted by Carrillo (2002),
moves from national to planetary: “all development efforts must be
conceived within the proper system coordinates to multiply their
developmental impact: individual, community, local, national, regional,
continental, multinational, planetary”. The movement also goes from
linear to systemic: “all development policies must consider not only the
immediate and most apparent impacts but also look at the broad longerterm pattern of interdependencies”.
2.2

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

The industrial era was characterized by the economic thought, with
inputs, processing and outputs. The emphasis is on the process that
generates value, and not on the inputs which are drawn from nature
(CARRILLO, 2004). The economy unfolds in the scarcity of material, in
the law of supply and demand. This is the process through which prices
are formulated. According to Bostman and Rogers (2012), our financial
assessment was far more important than any other personal assessment.
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The industrial age mindset led to a consumption behaviour where,
if there were infinite resources, we would consume infinitely. With the
advent of knowledge-based development, another perspective has
emerged: the less you consume, the better. Many movements interested
in decreasing consumption came to light, supported by ethical, political
and even aesthetical justifications. According to Carrillo (2015),
knowledge-based development initiatives bring together the
multidimensionality of social knowledge, such as sharing economy,
social entrepreneurship and innovation, open negotiation, green growth,
collaborative consumption, the minimalist movements, lowsumerism,
reuse, DIY (do it yourself), customization, localism, craft, slow food,
circular economy, etc. This perspective is not based on the benefits of
monetary gain, but on another type of gain: a greater planetary
consciousness, development, and personal and integral evolution with the
nature that surrounds us and calls for a high concentration of highly
productive and educated people in fields such as industry, politics and the
arts.
In linear economics, 90% of the materials extracted from nature
become waste even before the products leave the industry, i.e. during the
extraction, processing and/or production stages. This creates enormous
waste with the loss and underutilization of materials to landfills
(OLIVEIRA, 2017). In the urban context, this waste is amplified since
most of the remaining 10% designated for mobility, food and construction
is also discarded and rendered useless. Negative aspects of this linear
model include air, water and sound pollution, the release of toxic
substances and the emission of greenhouse gases (ELLEN
MACARTHUR FOUNDATION, 2017).
In contrast, in nature there is no waste: each output is an input to
some other process. This is completely different from the industrial
economy practice, which is marked by linear resource flows from
extraction to disposal (MILANI, 2000).
Abramovay (2018) calls attention to the fact that the many climate
conferences held today and attempts to tax the emission of greenhouse
gases have not yet been able to incorporate into the price system the
damage caused by climate change. The limitations of the current
socioeconomic1 system are clear and visible through its environmental
1

Socioeconomic or social metabolism is the result of the flows of matter and
energy of the interaction between nature-society and between society-society, as
well as the cultural form that people adopt in doing each process (TEPPERMAN,
2016).
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impacts, financial dysfunctionality and human costs. The disruptive
consequences of the transition from industrial to knowledge-based
societies lead to a great change of ideas, values, attitudes and behaviours,
where alternative economic practices and mentalities emerge all over the
world (CARRILLO, 2015).
Sustainability in the use of materials by the economy is linked to
the idea of a decoupling between economic performance and use of
material resources (RAUPP, 2006). According to a research conducted by
Von Weizsäcker et al. (2014), for UNEP decoupling can be explained as:
A successful economy (in terms of resource
productivity) has decoupled its growth from its
resource use. It means that the nation can produce
greater economic value out of fewer resource
inputs (both material and energy) (VON
WEIZSÄCKER et al., p. 37, 2014).

In a sustainable economy, manufacturing, resources, extraction
and waste management must be considered together. Manufacturing
becomes integrated into the economic process, aimed at meeting human
and environmental needs of the society concerned, with the lowest
possible consumption of resources (MILANI, 2000).
For sustainable economic growth and development, knowledge
workers must search for the accumulation of human capital, and
policymakers should focus on attracting and retaining knowledge workers
in their society (YIGITCANLAR et al., 2007).
After the II World War, there was an advance in communication
forms as a result of new technologies. A new kind of society was born
when the intellectual work and the creativity started to be more
appreciated. As society becomes knowledge-based, its nature transforms;
knowledge-intensive activities become more important than commoditybased manufacturing activities (KNIGHT, 1995).
Botsman and Rogers (2011) understand that the communication
revolution drives the sharing to happen at phenomenal rates, bringing
three ways of living and understanding shared and collaborative
economy: (i) redistribution markets – extend product life and reduce
waste; (ii) cooperative lifestyle – sharing of resources such as skills and
time; and (iii) system of service products – you pay for the benefit offered
by the product without owning it. These three lifestyles are emerging so
people can share resources without sacrificing their lifestyles or their
freedom; in return the desire to possess may cease to exist.
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The knowledge economy depends on connectivity between people
and natural resources to create added value in the pursuit of economic
sustainability. In a knowledge-based economy, connectivity of global
networks and the renewal of human resources in order to create added
value play a key role in obtaining economic sustainability. Also, social
and ecological sustainability is important for the formation of a
knowledge society (YIGITCANLAR & VELIBEYOGLU, 2008).
The knowledge society is an integral part of the knowledge
economy, therefore through social and human development programs, it
invests in the communities, helping them become sustainable
communities with a strong economic basis (YIGITCANLAR &
VELIBEYOGLU, 2008).
Each society has its own culture, its own characteristics;
consequently, development should also be locally customized. The local
culture is able to sensibly understand their own problems and their
solutions as well. This engaged participation of the community provides
the real knowledge-based economy and society (YIGITCANLAR et. al.,
2018b).
Carrillo and Batra (2012) tell us that the knowledge economy is
also determined by ideas and emotions, those being considered
components of production as well as the distribution of goods and
services. Societies can only maintain their prosperity when environmental
and social objectives are fully integrated with economic objectives
(YIGITCANLAR et al., 2015). In the knowledge society, the
development driven by knowledge motivates all citizens (ERGAZAKIS
et. al., 2004).
Carrillo and Batra (2012) described the five topics raised by
UNESCO in 2005 which characterize a knowledge society:
i) fosters collaboration rather than competition
among economies; ii) promotes sharing rather than
shielding if knowledge; iii) targets at the collective
well-being of the society as a whole and not merely
generating economic output; iv) views educational
attainment not only as a means of economic output
but also as an end result in its own right; v) values
self-actualisation as well as the ability of
individuals to make their own choices based on
informed decisions (CARRILLO & BATRA,
2012).
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Accordingly, the private and the public sector, as well as academia
and community, should value their knowledge society and give incentives
by supporting and disseminating their knowledge discoveries, providing
a local and sustainable development (YIGITCANLAR, 2009;
YIGITCANLAR & LÖNNQVIST, 2013). The knowledge society
environment should attract, develop, capitalize and retain knowledge
factors. This is the basis from which knowledge economy raises global
competitiveness from its local systems (CARRILLO, 2014).
Kelly (2010) remarks that we are moving from an industry based
on materials, which is the current economic situation, to a knowledge
economy with intangible assets. This is a continuous trend towards the
immaterial.
Based on knowledge, the economic, political, and cultural order
emphasizes intangible values and intellectual assets at the same intensity
which used to emphasize material and monetary values. According to an
instrumental view, economic growth can be promoted through
appropriate access to knowledge-intensive resources such as science and
technology, human capital, digital connectivity, and the green economy.
According to the incremental vision, an information- and technologyintensive environment will generate a knowledge society (CARRILLO,
2014).
Yigitcanlar (2011) states that the knowledge economy sustained on
knowledge-based development is a new paradigm which promotes
economic prosperity, where the infrastructure is well attended, there are
concern and attention to environmental sustainability and good
governance in society.
Carrillo (2014) says that for the knowledge economy to develop, it
implies reaching an agreement on knowledge being a natural and
behavioural phenomenon, which directly influences economics. The main
activities of the knowledge economy are knowledge and creativity
promotion, in order to boost the sustainable growth (YIGITCANLAR,
2009).
The pillars of the knowledge economy are (i) questioning minds:
people having a questioning behaviour and making choices based on their
knowledge and internal questions; and (ii) sharing: people mostly sharing
assets and intangibles. These two aspects have profound economic
implications and are at the heart of KBD (CARRILLO, 2015).
The knowledge economy enabled the rise of the knowledge society
concept: that a new economic culture shall evolve in parallel to the
emergence of knowledge societies (CARRILLO, 2015; MARQUES,
2015).
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Economic science is based on the questioning philosophy about the
behaviour of human beings which extrapolates to the collective
environment, establishing behaviour in society. Economic systems are
based on hypotheses about human nature pertaining to behavioural
science. Carrillo (2015) says that the mainstream economics has
developed mainly through conceptual elaboration, mathematical
sophistication, and ideological consolidation. Now economic science can
assimilate inputs from behavioural and social science.
In the knowledge economy there must be interaction between
objects and agents of knowledge in a context of value (FACHINELLI et
al., 2017). In 2008, Yigitcanlar et al. mentioned the emergence of the
knowledge economy. The knowledge economy is defined by a
“knowledge-based and technology-driven economy”. The KBD approach
has become a friendly and new policy for the knowledge economy era
(YIGITCANLAR, 2010). Lara et al. (2016) state that the economy and
the knowledge-based society bring an improvement of competitiveness,
with a focus on the creation of environments favourable to
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation.
This environment where the knowledge society rests is surrounded
by digital technologies and information that are always available. In this
way, society enters the eternal cycle of learning, always seeking more
knowledge. It also learns how to keep constantly learning (STOCK,
2011).
According to the McKinsey Company (2016), innovations should
provide new approaches to disconnect growth dependence on the
intensity of resources that need to be used to make that growth happen.
Drastic reductions in the consumption of resources on the planet must
happen, which opens up new business opportunities. Those who do not
recognize the change in resource dynamics will be at a competitive
disadvantage and miss out on these new value creation opportunities.
They represent in Fig. 4 five trends that may open new markets.
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Figure 4: The resource revolution.

Source: McKinsey Company, 2016.

In the era of the global knowledge economy, innovation is seen as
one of the fundamental tools of economics. Innovative entrepreneurs are
drivers of economic growth through the development of new business
models with the application of new technologies and the creation of new
jobs (YIGITCANLAR et al., 2018).
The sources of productivity and economic growth are increasingly
based on the role that knowledge plays in the economic system (HUGGIN
& STRAKOVA, 2012).
The value of the productive process is added when: i) the
functionality of the product is improved, adapting it to the service
provided; ii) the innovative design of the product and of the production
system is promoted; iii) when the overall logic of the entire life cycle is
applied to the product, with its reuse facilitated by design; and iii) when
materials are valued at the end of product life, reintegrating them into the
economic cycle (RAUPP, 2006).
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Production in an alternative economy contributes to the qualitative
abundance, where all products and by-products should be useful in a
closed cycle, with more reuse than recycling to minimize energy and
resource expenditures. For this economy to be effective, workers must
feel comfortable and gratified, and dematerialization helps increase the
productivity of resources (MILANI, 2000).
Sharing economy is not using the material; it is a soft change, to
use fewer materials until not using them at all. This is independent of the
other movement of reusing and recycling. Botsman and Rogers (2011)
state that we are permuting, exchanging, cooperating, sharing; processes
that are being reinvented in more dynamic and attractive ways. Growth
over collaborative consumption is a powerful cultural and economic force
that is reinventing not just what we consume, but how we consume. An
extremely potent dynamic is on the move, with strong commercial and
cultural implications. This new technological wave is enabling trust and
exchange between strangers.
The economic focus on reuse would transform the nature of
manufacturing activity into service-oriented production. The
advancement of technology has been a crucial factor in the development
of the knowledge-based economy. The alternative economy should be a
closed-loop economy; the reuse of all products should also be designed,
and such concern would result in new levels of quality and innovation
associated with adaptability and durability (MILANI, 2000).
Bakker and Schuit (2017) have developed research to provide
policies on extending product lifespan by consumers, private sectors, and
governments. The idea is that with the extension of product life, the use
of natural resources and the generation of waste can be drastically
reduced, while preserving the economic value. The report points to three
ways of extending shelf life: (i) creating the culture of using products for
longer; (ii) projects, maintenance and upgrades being intended to do so;
and (iii) through repair of damaged products. One of the suggested
policies is the closed loop, being adopted as a strategic commercial
decision.
Therefore, we can conclude that “economic development in
countries can be explained and even determined much more by factors
related to the generation, acquisition, sharing and use of knowledge than
by conventional economic values such as land, labour and capital”
(FACHINELLI et. al., 2015b). The economy flourishes when the society
is the brainpower, researching and creating value-added products and
technology (LÓPEZ-RUIZ, 2014).
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The knowledge economy invests in the future in an intelligent way,
ethically developing this new economic era on the environmentally
sustainable level and on the social inclusion level (ROSCIA, 2013). In
order to expand the knowledge-based economy and society, it is
necessary that the whole society gets engaged to increase the incentives
to science, creativity and technology, thus resulting in innovation
(YIGITCANLAR, 2005).
2.3

DEMATERIALIZATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

About 2 million years ago, hominids known as Homo habilis and
Homo erectus began to wander the Earth. In the beginning, they were
surrounded by things they had not created. It was purely them and the
natural environment (LEAKEY, et al., 2012). From then on, they began
to use their skills in choosing materials to create tools. These tools served
as extenders of human functions, such as using the animal skin to protect
them from cold weather, and knives to aid the hands and teeth. Each new
skill and tool created was a new technology available to the human
evolution (KELLY, 2010).
Since then, the human being uses materials for survival and
evolution. Civilization only is what it is, and it only has what it has,
through new discoveries in the science of materials. These findings
shaped the world and the way society interacts with it (SPALDIN, 2017).
But what is the material? By the fifth century BC, based on the
thoughts of earlier philosophers, Democritus understood that everything
in the world and in the universe was formed by an invisible, small,
elementary, solid, and therefore indivisible and impenetrable particle: the
atom. These elementals and indivisibles together would form a material
with mass and physical properties, as touch (FURLEY, 1987).
It is well known how this theory has evolved into what we have
today with modern physics, where Democritus’ elemental and immutable
physical particle vanishes in pure and simple energy. Quantum mechanics
tells us that all particles, after all, are energy waves and can be described
as waves and also particles (HAWKING, 1988).
The two pillars of modern physics are Albert Einstein’s Theory of
General Relativity of 1905 and the Quantum Theory, first conceived in
1900 by Max Planck, also called Theory of Quantum Mechanics. Both
theories teach us that matter is much subtler than it seems, and that the
sense of touch – the physical contact between objects – is a mere illusion
(ROVELLI, 2014).
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Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg then proposed that the
electrons are nowhere: they materialize when they hit something and then
dematerialize. Even today we cannot describe how these phenomena
happen, but we adopt the description of how this physical system is
perceived. And this is the basis of modern technology, which can lead us
to a more dematerialized society (ROVELLI, 2014).
Carl Sagan wrote in 1980 in his book Cosmos that everything that
exists, and everything we know is made of the same element: “The
nitrogen in our DNA, the calcium in our teeth, the iron in our blood, the
carbon in our apple pies were made in the interiors of collapsing stars. We
are made of star stuff” (SAGAN, 1980). This affirmation is fundamental
to understand technology and as a consequence, dematerialization:
The relational nature of knowledge is emphasized:
it constitutes an event rather than a mere object or
record. This realization is parallel to the crisis that
modern physics experienced by ‘dematerializing’
itself. It need not imply a dualism. It involves an
epistemological shift from matter-centred to
relation-centred. It sets the ground for a
continuous, homogeneous ground between
‘physical’ and ‘knowledge’ capital, i.e. between
material objects and their representations
(CARRILLO, p. 384, 2002).

Carrillo (2014) understands dematerialization as the trends of
digitization; servitization (a reinterpretation of manufacturing as a
service); virtual and augmented reality; 3D printing; internet of things;
among others. The theory of dematerialization as the idea of consuming
fewer materials with the help of technology develops as a way of guiding
society through the resolution of the planetary problems we have caused.
According to Yigitcanlar and Teriman (2015), the dramatic
manifestation of human activities in the environment can be seen and
measured by the degradation of natural habitats, extinction of species,
disturbance of water systems and change in energy flows and nutrient
cycles. We also face agricultural runoff and monoculture, declining
biological diversity, global climate change, landfills with depleted
capacity and toxic waste. These pressures are pushing the boundaries of
Earth’s carrying capacity and its ability to provide the resources needed
to sustain life (YIGITCANLAR, 2009).
Society is unsustainable if it consumes resources faster than these
resources can regenerate. It is unsustainable if it produces more waste
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than the natural systems can effectively process them. It is unsustainable
if the resources it depends on are located far from its geographical
location. Pollution in general (including noise pollution) and resource
consumption involve water, air and land; resource scarcity includes an
over-built environment initially made to meet the needs of human activity
(RAI, 2012; FACHINELLI et al., 2015).
These planetary problems that defy the environment intensified
with the phenomenon of the industrial revolution, which resulted in an
accelerated movement of urbanization and industrialization, both
unplanned (YIGITCANLAR, 2009).
There is a growing awareness of the infeasibility of consumption
levels and questionable practices such as planned obsolescence,
consumerism, fashion, short life cycles, waste, garbage accumulation,
pollution and the potential annihilation of the biosphere (CARRILLO,
2004).
The ecological footprint is one of the indicators for sustainability,
with the representation of the load capacity of an area exposed to the
consumption of resources and its consequent waste disposal.
Sustainability can have technology as an ally for effective resource
demand management, with partnerships between the public and private
sectors and the community (YIGITCANLAR & DIZDAROGLU, 2015).
The Ecological Footprint Method, by Wackernagel and Rees
(1996), is based on carrying capacity and is a tool to measure the
ecological space necessary to sustain a given system or unit, providing
energy and natural resources and capacity to absorb waste from the
system. It also aims to communicate sustainable development,
contributing to the decision-making process of our daily actions in
building public awareness about environmental problems (VAN
BELLEN, 2004).
When dealing with the problem of waste generation, factors such
as the reduction and/or elimination of the waste in the generating source
and the direct reuse - i.e., the reincorporation of the residual materials in
production line - must be considered, without loss of value with the
application of waste management (RAUPP, 2006).
One of the earliest times the planet was environmentally struck
happened in 1952 in London with the Big Smoke, caused by a severe
smog from by-products of burning fossil fuels and massive
industrialization. It is estimated that 12,000 Londoners died as a result of
the five-day smog exposure and another 100,000 became ill. Four years
later in 1956, the Clean Air Act was introduced and inspired other
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countries for the emergence of environmentalism (BRIMBLEMCOMBE,
2012).
In 1962 Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring was published in the
United States. She warned about the spread of disinformation, that is, the
fact of hiding facts for the monetary benefit of companies, especially the
excessive use of pesticides and the consequent death of birds.
The 1970s were marked by several environmental events of great
relevance. One of them was the release of a report commissioned for a
group of scientists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
for The Club of Rome2, stating that if humanity continued to have the
same pattern of resource consumption, these would run out in a range of
fewer than 100 years. Computer systems were used to simulate human
interaction (population increase and resource consumption) and the
environment (MEADOWS, 1972).
As a result of the publication of this report, the United Nations
(UN) held a conference in Stockholm in the same year to establish
common principles that would guide the preservation of the environment,
where environmental education would from now on be considered a field
of pedagogical action (DIAS, 2004).
Müller et al. (2017) explain that dematerialization in the 90s was
considered a reduction in the use of material by a “X factor” as a guiding
principle for the sustainable economy. Some countries have developed
their strategies of diminishing the use of resources, as Japan has been
doing for some years. In 2012, the German government stipulated its
resource efficiency program, called ProgRess, having a performance
evaluation been published in 2016 and updating the program according to
this latest study (MÜLLER, et al., 2017).
There is still difficulty in applying the concept of sustainable
development, as some companies understand that environmental policies
can negatively impact them, reducing competitiveness and consequent
environmental economic implications. This thinking is still rooted in
theories of the industrial age (RAUPP, 2006).
These movements and environmental catastrophes have brought
the discussion to the backyard of policymakers. A rapid decline in
environmental quality was already visible, and society needed to be

2

The Club of Rome is made up of a group of people who come together to
discuss issues related to politics, the international economy and, above all,
the environment and sustainable development. It was founded in 1966 by the
Italian industrialist Aurelio Peccei and the Scottish scientist Alexander King.
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alerted to a necessary cultural transformation of how we see and behave
in the world (CAMPBELL, 2012).
Fachinelli et al. (2017) point out that public policies are
concentrated in the productive system, relating their material-based
products to economic development and growth theory. Technology has
been demonstrating that immaterial factors are fundamental in modern
life and can elevate people’s living conditions as opposed to materialintensive economics.
Abramovay (2010) points out that even with the progress of recent
years, there are still threats because of the “lack of a strategic horizon for
sustainable development, both by the government and business leaders”.
If on the one hand there is an increase in deforestation, it is because on
the other side there is economic support for the production of
commodities such as meat, soy, corn, timber and minerals and energy.
Thus, in production, distribution and consumption, the evidence of
the unsustainability we are dealing with materials in the current economic
culture is increasing. The idea of the incessant growth of production and
consumption collides with the limits of resources. Moreover, this current
economy is not contributing, or contributing to a limited extent, in the
creation of social cohesion. The link between this expansion of
production and consumption and the actual attainment of welfare for
society is becoming less obvious. Our future survival depends on public
policies for the alignment of the knowledge economy with sustainable
development (CARRILLO, 2015; ABRAMOVAY, 2012).
This way, the question lies with the techniques used to measure
development. Using the GDP as a measurement parameter is far from
conceptualizing development. With KBD, the discussion of what
“development” really means has led to the understanding that this concept
must be related to others such as quality of life, well-being, housing,
health, education, sustainability and environmental quality, social
progress, and even happiness (CARRILLO & BATRA, 2012).
Philosophers Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, in 1867, talked
about the metabolism of society and nature. For them, the difference was
clear between value and wealth. The value was attributed to human
intervention, either for the time spent working for the production of goods
and services or for the mental effort invested in it. According to them,
“work itself is an expression of the natural force of the human being’s
capacity to transform nature in order to obtain from it the resources they
need” (ABRAMOVAY, 2012).
According to a research conducted by Von Weizsäcker et al.
(2014) for UNEP, changes in resource use and scarcity are driven by the
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world population and income, and future trends are related to the resource
demand. The scale and rate of change often outpaces the response from
the supply side because (i) growth in developed countries has used
resources from other countries with lighter environmental regulations;
and (ii) many of the essential resources are not accurately priced by the
market, so the basis changing is on the economy and shift the usual
economic competition by decoupling.
The 2011 United Nations Report on decoupling can be translated
to finding alternatives to changing the parameters the economic
performance of nations is measured. The report points out that
dematerialization is ongoing, with economic growth supported by the
decreasing use of materials, energy, and low pollution rates – that is,
material resources are being used more efficiently per unit of wealth
(FISCHER-KOWALSKI et. al., 2011; ABRAMOVAY, 2012).
But why is humanity consuming less material? On the one hand,
there are economic reasons for scarcity and a growing list of materials
with minimal or no availability. On the other hand, there is the awakening
of environmental awareness based on scientific studies, but also the
awakening of the inner questioning that leads us to see that we are part of
a whole. In addition, it is no longer about moving, rearranging, mining,
burning, refining, stacking atoms. The greatest inventions we use today
stack information, not heavy atoms. The most complex technologies are
also the lightest and least “material” ones (CARRILLO, 2014; KELLY,
2010).
Thus, Carrillo (2014) demonstrates that we are dealing with a new
understanding of the relation between knowledge and value, represented
in Figure 5, which describes the evolution of the elements of production
of the cultural foundations of our society. The production of value is no
longer based on physical attributes of matter but on symbolic attributes.
Rather than objects being the result of manifestations of matter and
energy which generate a sensorial and instrumental record, we have the
representations and interpretations of these objects, i.e., the ideas and
emotions built on the perceptions of that object.
Harbel (2004) conceptualizes sustainability as an anthropocentric
notion, a socioecological tribute that arises through the interpretation of a
society with its natural environment. The changes that society provokes
in ecosystems must be soft to the point of not threatening the well-being
of society or even the survival of the human species itself. It also
characterizes, simply, that unsustainability is the opposite of what is
described.
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Figure 5: Transition toward physical era to knowledge-based era

Source: Carrillo, 2002.

Chang et. al. (2018) point out that the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development presents a new and positive scenario, where
sustainability is seen as a central pillar for the development of nations.
Identifiers and tools for the measurement of dematerialization,
decoupling, decarbonization, as well as the management of the natural
resources common to all living beings, such as water, energy and land,
are being sought.
A transition to sustainability must address the macro-scale of
human, economic, and material properties, honouring the historical forces
that shaped them (FISCHER-KOWALSKI & STEINBERGER, 2017).
In short, to examine society as an ecosystem and to understand the
interaction between the social and the natural being are important factors
to be taken into account in the development of sustainable societies. Thus,
a holistic approach to sustainability assessment is needed to monitor this
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interaction over time and on geographic scales (YIGITCANLAR &
DIZDOGOGU, 2015).
2.4

CULTURAL PROCESS OF DEMATERIALIZATION

The increasing number of people on the planet and the pollution
resulting from their activities result in a mandatory shift towards a
sustainable lifestyle. Until then, the responsibility for change was being
pushed into public policy, however, it cannot change alone; society needs
to agree on the risk posed by the modern lifestyle, such as climate changes
and the consequences of too rapid population growth (YIGITCANLAR
et al., 2010; YIGITCANLAR & KAMRUZZAMAN, 2014).
This urbanization and industrialization process the planet has been
suffering is nothing more than a process of converting natural resources
into a variety of artificial capital to meet human needs. Artificial capital
accumulates continuously in society in its physical forms, which build the
indispensable material basis for all production and consumption activities
(ZHANG et al., 2017).
When one seeks to understand the environmental problems more
deeply, it becomes clear that the culture of consumption is one of the
fundamental causes. In the past, it was thought that the problem was
particularly in the production and consumption of resources and the
pollution it caused. But since production is directly converted into public
and private consumption, solutions must also be concentrated in the
cultural aspect of materialization, in which the behaviour of society is
based (ROPKE, 2011).
This cultural aspect of materialization is characterized by the
consequence it brings: the amount of material (assets) a person possesses
gives her status; so, this is a cultural issue (AUSBEL, 1994).
Consumption is also related to problems of global scope.
Developed countries needed many material resources to create the
framework for a developed nation. Even though they are already
developed and theoretically have more restricted and “greener”
environmental policies now, these countries often import sustainability,
that is, they buy from developing countries, which have mild and weak
environmental laws and waste policies (BARTELMUS, 2003).
In any case, it is clear that the developed countries already have
their economy based on knowledge and, therefore, have already initiated
this process of dematerialization or decoupling, thanks to the
technological advances in the production processes. But for the purposes
of calculations and global estimates, the result is unsatisfactory for
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developing countries, which are using more materials and natural
resources in order to develop (BITHAS & KALIMERIS, 2018).
Consumption is also the result of growth, which remains the most
popular goal in economic policy and is considered the solution to a large
number of contemporary social problems, such as poverty, social
exclusion, immigration, unemployment, and security (BITHAS,
KALIMERIS, 2018). To manage the society’s material metabolism and
then perform dematerialization, understanding the relationship between
the use of materials and economic growth is essential (ZHANG et al.,
2017).
Cleveland (1998) believes that our understanding of the
mechanism and extent behind material use patterns is limited. Schoer et
al. (2012) argue that it is a common pattern for producers to hide
information about the production cycle from their consumers,
emphasizing the need to focus on the knowledge of production chains and
to encourage dematerialization.
By exploring consumer behaviour in detail, on why society
consumes what it consumes, uses what it uses and values different
products and services, we understand the business models of material
flows that are directly linked to the effects of waste (CORVELLEC &
STÅL, 2017).
Cleveland (1998) also says that thinking only about reusing a
product does not guarantee an environmental benefit. For reuse to be
effective, there must be a demand for these goods, and therefore
rethinking the entire product strategy. Particular attention should be given
to the efficiency and long life of the product. These actions could and
should be voluntary by the industries, but if they are not, policies should
be established to increase the responsibility of those who manufacture and
who consume (COOPER & GUTOWSKI, 2015). Thus, a policy based on
dematerialization can lead people to change their culture and become
more concerned about the final destination of products (AUSBEL, 1994).
Bigano et. al. (2016) speak of a “green” tax reform. They advocate
a tribulation that aims to tax virgin materials in order to encourage the
reuse and circularity of materials in the production lines. Greater
efficiency of natural resources results in greater wealth for society and,
consequently, a higher GDP. Also, since the government is the driving
force behind dematerialization, tax policies can guide to the use of
technology and knowledge instead of materials. And, from the economic
point of view, safe access to natural resources is essential for industrial
competitiveness and consequently social economic sustainability
(MANCINI et al., 2015).
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This choice of accounting methodology and goal setting should be
guided by the political objective of dematerialization, reduction of
environmental impact and security in the reserve of resources (MANCINI
et al., 2015).
Stahel (2013) argues that the taxation for the consumption of virgin
materials and energy from non-renewable sources can promote lowcarbon solutions and may drive towards regional and circular economies,
as opposed to the global and linear economy (which requires fuel-based
transportation for the processing of goods). Along these lines, natural
resources including human labour would no longer be taxed, or that
expense would be reduced and be much smaller compared to nonrenewable sources, giving incentives to work harder and to create more
wealth from fewer “new” resources.
In the opposite direction of a mere consumer role, a new concept
has emerged: the prosumer. To be a prosumer means to participate, to
select, to express opinion; in this scenario of dynamic circulation of
knowledge and information, the prosumer is both consumer and producer
at the same time. For this reason, it is a market influencer even in the
development of products and services, since its choice structure is in
accordance with its principles and values (MARQUES & VIDIGAL,
2018). We migrate from passive consumers to highly skilled creators and
collaborators.
Being in the age of knowledge, we must be aware that the economy
will be represented by more services and technologies than materials.
Indeed, we must also be attentive to the way services and technologies
are produced and executed so that their own conception is based on the
assumptions of dematerialization. Services and technology together
reduce the need for materials and can lead to a systematic reduction of
environmental impacts (CLEVELAND, 1998; BARTELMUS, 2003;
MAGEE & DEVEZAS, 2017).
As an example, Kelly (2010) provides us with our own daily
exercise of the profession of being a scientist:
All formulas and scientific theories are a
compression of information. Thus, our libraries,
full of peer-reviewed, annotated, commented,
indexed and equated academic articles, are large,
concentrated dematerialization mines: the
immaterial nature of all that is fabricated (KELLY,
2010, p. 72, free translation).
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Gnoni (2017) believes that the introduction of new business
models based on use rather than appropriation is one of the possible
actions that enable the implementation of dematerialization strategies and
circular and shared economies, for example. The adoption of services as
products can help guide companies and societies to change the linear view
from cradle-to-grave to cradle-to-cradle (MCDONOUGH &
BRAUNGART, 2010). The combination of the dematerialization culture
with circular systems brings numerous advantages, such as recovery,
remanufacturing and recycling of materials, reducing waste generation
and emissions and guaranteeing broader access to high technology
products.
An example of how service products work is exposed by Romero
and Rossi (2017), where instead of buying products, customers pay to use
them while the manufacturer remains the owner of the product, providing
value-added services over of its life cycle and thus ensuring product
liability.
The Replenish method by Tia Kansara (2018) is an individual
measure of how much we return to nature – while we are used to methods
that assess how much we take from nature, this one checks how much we
are giving back. It is a way of rethinking our relation with nature, “a call
to action” on our ecological service to nature.
The United Nations Environment Programme in 2017 created a
guide named “Guidelines for Providing Product Sustainability
Information” where the goal is to create a global consensus on the
provision of information to empower consumers’ choice. They should be
able to select their consumption according to the available information
regarding production, use and disposal. It shows that sustainable
consumption and production must be supported and practiced by all actors
in the chain, in social, economic and environmental terms. These
fundamental principles are represented by Figure 6 below:
In any case, service products must always design the appropriate
material flows to promote their circularity, always prioritizing waste
prevention before considering reuse, recycling, energy recovery, and
landfill (CORVELLEC &, STÅL, 2017).
The Service-Dominant Logic defines that our society is servicebased, as anticipated, but that the materiality of services must be
systematically acknowledged, questioned and approached for it to be
dematerialized (VARGO & LUSCH, 2016; CORVELLEC & STÅL,
2017).
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Figure 6: UNEP’s fundamental principles to a sustainable choice.

Source: UNEP, 2017.

The result of the sustainable knowledge economy must be the
satisfaction and well-being that individuals experience through the use of
goods which can be traded in the market (BITHAS & KALIMERIS,
2018).
When a country reaches a high level of economic development and
is interested in developing this knowledge-based development, it must
follow a combination of factors to follow dematerialization, such as: i)
structural changes in patterns of production and consumption; ii)
technological intensity; and iii) resources for environmental protection
(STEINBERGER et al., 2013).
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Knowledge transforms people into more informed and responsible
– aware – citizens, and this therefore can be seen as a paradigm breaker
in societies (FACHINELLI et al., 2017).
Since human beings are social and communicative animals, there
is a tendency to solve problems collectively. Therefore, awareness
regards the process of consumption of material and energy, as well as the
return to the environment, is a characteristic of the society and the
economy based on knowledge and sustainability (FISCHERKOWALSKI, 1998).
Carrillo (2004) says that human life in the knowledge age must
obey the trend of systematic reduction of material inputs brought by
current reality. This trend comes from several sectors: the economy, as a
result of recurrent crises; the technology, with the innovation of new
materials; and the cultural and political sector, as the focus for
environmentalism in lifestyle. The use of materials by humans is one of
the main drivers of global environmental change. The linkages between
the use of materials and economic development are central to the
challenge of dematerialization, i.e. to dissociate the use of materials with
the economic growth (STEINBERGER et al., 2010).
Carrillo (2004) also points out that knowledge-based societies may
be preparing a fertile ground for the emergence of a new form of
collective life, just as previous ones prepared for its subsequent, as shown
in Figure 7. The knowledge-based society has a qualitative differential
over others: we are moving from a material-based value system to a
knowledge-based value system where these values are formed by
intellectual, emotional, relational factors; and are as important as the
material values indispensable for the survival of the species, such as
housing, water, food and energy, for example.
From the Neolithic villages to today’s silicon age, every
breakthrough in human civilization has been driven by a fundamental
development in the Science of Materials. Each period of transition was
marked by the development of new material processing techniques.
Dematerialization, which characterizes the transition to the knowledge
age, is also marked by the development of new techniques in material
science, where more (intangible) can be done with less (tangible)
(SPALDIN, 2017).
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Figure 7: Breaking points in production systems

Source: Carrillo, 2004.

For these reasons, debate has intensified today; it is not only a
matter of volume – extraction of large volumes of materials, processing
of large volumes of materials, consumption of large volumes of materials
or large volumes of materials being discarded – but it is also social,
political and ethical. Questions such as ‘is this cycle of extraction,
processing, consumption and disposal happening in an ecosystem that
should instead be preserved? Is there a contamination of tributaries, land
and air? Is there a positive return to the society where this cycle is taking
place, with investments in health, education and infrastructure? Are
politicians aware and working for environmental or only monetary
preservation?’ should be asked.
Hence, dematerialization can be seen and adopted as the link
between the variation in economic manifestations of the volume of
materials processed globally and the ways of living and understanding the
cultural process in which matter yields the main role to information.
Instead of only material objects (manifestations of matter and energy
generating sensory records), also the perception of these objects such as
emotions and their psychological elaborations come to dominate
everyday life (CARRILLO, 2015).
According to Carrillo (2004), dematerialization is the reduction in
the volume of input and output material, but also the minimization of
individual ownership of materials, where the emphasis is placed on
obtaining experiences rather than acquiring objects. More value, less
mass. Thus, dematerialization is the process of the knowledge factor
being increased in natural processes.
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Primarily, there are psychological reasons to dematerialize. There
is now clear evidence that, beyond a certain point, material consumption
does not lead to happiness. Although a certain level of consumption is
imperative for the survival of modern society - which in addition to the
basic elements like water, food and energy, identity and status are also on
the list -, increased material consumption does not produce a high and
stable degree of satisfaction and can even increase subjective
dissatisfaction with one’s life (WHITMARSH et al., 2017).
Indeed, it is necessary for nations to see themselves as a structural
card of the house of cards, and not with an individualized view. There is
no way for a nation to be sustainable and developed while others choose
not to be. Environmental and social problems do not know geographical
boundaries and are not hindered by them. Bartelmus (2003) argues that
nations still have the illusion that the planet is divided, thinking that each
country can be autonomous in relation to planet Earth. What is actually
lacking is a sense of unity.
As Leonard (2010) wrote in his book The Story of Stuff, “the
question is not whether we will change, but how.” She also cites a passage
by Paul Hawken that I deem appropriate for this section:
If you observe what is happening on Earth and do
not become pessimistic, you do not understand the
data. But if you know the people who are working
to restore the earth and do not get optimistic, you
do not have blood in your veins (Paul Hawken in
Leonard, 2010, p. 250, free translation).

The use comes to overcome the possession. We do not want things
anymore: we want the needs or experiences they provide.
2.5

SECTION SUMMARY

For the manufacture of items considered indispensable to modern
society, steps such as extraction, refinement, manufacture, transportation,
consumption and, currently, disposal are necessary. Many kinds of waste
generated in all of these steps are mostly simply discarded, not seen as a
valuable source of building material for other products. The productive
processes must mirror nature, where there is no waste: all output is an
input to some other process. In a sustainable economy, manufacturing,
resources, extraction and waste management should be considered a
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closed cycle, serving human and environmental goals with the least
resource consumption.
Literature review shows that humanity is consuming fewer
materials and we are moving towards the awakening of environmental
awareness, sustained by the internal questioning that leads us to see that
we are part of a whole and our individual actions impact globally. A
holistic approach to sustainability assessment is needed to monitor this
society-nature interaction. Factors like generation, acquisition, sharing
and use of knowledge are more valued now.
Dematerialization is a reality. It is the minimization of individual
possession of materials. It is the conscious choice to get experiences
instead of acquiring objects. It is the intensive use of knowledge in the
natural processes of everyday life in society. It is sustained for
psychological reasons, as an increase of happiness going along with the
fulfilment of not needing to have things, but to be.
We are rediscovering our relationship in society, with the animals
we are leading to extinction, with the air, water and land that we are
intoxicating. The first time humans stepped on the moon on July 20th,
1969, brought us the realization that we are limited in a single, bright blue
sphere. On an abstract level, evolution to a more information- and
knowledge-intensive society is moving towards the reinterpretation of the
human being and the humanity-universe relationship.
Besides living in an illusory separation between the nations, since
we all have the same address, and at least for now the same beginning and
the same end, we need to see sustainability as a transversal, rediscovering
and connecting with nature. This perception that we live in a spherical,
limited blue space also brings us the concept that there is no way to throw
the waste ‘away’. The outside is an illusion; the outside is always
someone’s neighbour.
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3

METHODOLOGY

The methodological procedures adopted in this dissertation are
described in this chapter. It covers the research methodology and the
interview methodology.
3.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The analysis follows a qualitative methodological approach for
empirical investigation. This study conducted comprehensive interviews
in order to anticipate research contributions and portray cause and effect
relationships.
This study has a qualitative-interpretative approach. Creswell
(2010) observes that in the qualitative research the researcher seeks to
establish the meaning of the phenomenon investigated from the point of
view of the participants. The qualitative approach was chosen, since this
approach allows answering broad questions or foci of interests, which are
defined as the studies develop.
According to Merriam (1998), the broad concept, which the author
refers to as umbrella, encompasses various forms of inquiry, and is a
characteristic of qualitative research and helps to understand and explain
the meaning of social phenomena linked to the possible natural scenario
of understanding.
As for data gathering, this study uses primary and secondary data.
Primary data are collected through interviews, observations and
document analysis (RICHARDSON, 2008). We used primary data
(attained through interviews) provided by decision makers in trade
associations and government. We also used documents and legislation on
the subject. Secondary data were obtained from selected papers from
international journals in database.
When it comes to addressing the problem, this is a qualitative
study. This is because it aims to examine complex and strictly particular
situations, where subjectivity is present and the goal is to understand
social and human activity (RICHARDSON, 2008). This qualitative study
is set to examine and reflect on the perceptions of key actors.
To carry out the research based on the systematic review
procedures, the author referred to the framework of Ferenhof and
Fernandes (2013). These authors propose four phases to unveil the
scientific production on a specific theme. This method consists of: (i)
definition of the research protocol; (ii) analysis of the data; (iii)synthesis;
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and (iv) the scientific writing. The Figure 8 below shows in detail the
described steps.
Figure 8: Steps and tasks of the Systematic Review, Data Analysis, Synthesis and
Writing.

Source: Adapted of Ferenhof and Fernandes, 2013.

Several attempts and searches were made beforehand until the
correct constructs could be chosen. More than 20 research constructs were
searched and interrelated. Some search keywords, such as
‘dematerialization’ AND ‘knowledge-based development’ returned no
results. This research effort exposed a gap in the scientific community
about the relationship between dematerialization and knowledge-based
development and, consequently, in society and knowledge economy.
In addition to the explanation above, these constructs were selected
because dematerialization is still associated with the material base and the
economy; and the economy is associated with culture.
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For this reason, the search strategy used the terms
‘dematerialization’ AND ‘econom*’ AND ‘material’. The time filter was
not applied, so the search included the first publications until the year
2018. Only the articles published in English language were selected.
In relation to the database query, Scopus, Web of Science and
Science Direct databases were selected, all of them searched on February
2018. The first filter was run together and its instruction was reading title
and keywords.
The Scopus database found 71 results, of which 46 were selected
by reading the title, the abstract and keywords.
The Web of Science database found 70 results; 49 of them were
the same as retrieved by Scopus and 8 were selected by reading the title,
the abstract and keywords.
The Science Direct database found 24 results; 18 repeated from the
previous research and 4 were selected by reading the title, the abstract and
key-words.
So, with the first filter, 58 papers remained, as shown in Frame 1
below.
Frame 1: Papers retrieved from databases and first filter.
Databases

Papers found

Papers repeated

Remaining papers

Scopus

71

0

46

Web of Science

70

49

8

Science Direct

24

18

Total
Source: The author, 2018.

98 (found - repeated)

4
58

The second filter was reading the abstract. Twenty-two papers
were selected for full-text reading. That was the step of standardizing the
selection of articles with sequential filters applied to compose the
portfolio. This resulted in 20 selected papers, as shown on Frame 2 below.
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Frame 2: Selected papers.
Authors

Title

AUSUBEL, Jesse H.

Industrial ecology:
reflections on a
colloquium

AUSUBEL, Jesse H.

BARTELMUS, Peter
BIGANO, Andrea;
ŚNIEGOCKI,
Aleksander; ZOTTI,
Jacopo.
BITHAS, Kostas;
KALIMERIS, Panos
CLEVELAND, Cutler
J.; RUTH, Matthias.
COOPER, Daniel R.;
GUTOWSKI,
Timothy G

Directions for
environmental
technologies
Dematerialization and
capital maintenance: two
sides of the sustainability
coin
Policies for a More
Dematerialized EU
Economy
Unmasking decoupling:
Redefining the Resource
Intensity of the Economy
Indicators of
dematerialization and the
materials intensity of use
The environmental
impacts of reuse: a review

Year Journal
Proceedings of
the National
1992
Academy of
Sciences
1994

Technology in
Society

2003

Ecological
Economics

2016 Sustainability
Science of The
2018 Total
Environment
Journal of
1998 industrial
ecology
Journal of
2015 Industrial
Ecology
Journal of
2017 cleaner
production

Evidencing the waste
CORVELLEC, Hervé;
effect of Product-Service
STÅL, Herman I.
Systems (PSSs)
Supporting circular
GNONI, Maria Grazia economy through use2017 Procedia CIRP
et al.
based business models: the
washing machines case
A simple extension of
MAGEE, Christopher dematerialization theory:
Technological
L.; DEVEZAS,
Incorporation of technical 2017 Forecasting and
Tessaleno C
progress and the rebound
Social Change
effect
Resource footprint of
MANCINI, Lucia;
Europe: complementarity
Environmental
BENINI, Lorenzo;
of material flow analysis
2015
Science & Policy
SALA, Serenella
and life cycle assessment
for policy support
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ROMERO, David;
ROSSI, Monica.

Towards circular lean
product-service systems

2017 Procedia CIRP

ROPKE, Inge.

Is consumption becoming
less material? The case of
services

International
Journal of
2001
Sustainable
Development,

Raw material consumption
Environmental
of the European Union–
SCHOER, Karl et al.
2012 Science &
concept, calculation
Technology
method, and results
The high ‘price’of
dematerialization: A
Journal of
SHAO, Qinglong et al. dynamic panel data
2017 Cleaner
analysis of material use
Production
and economic recession
Policy for material
efficiency—sustainable
Phil. Trans. R.
STAHEL, Walter R.
taxation as a departure
2013
Soc. A
from the throwaway
society
STEINBERGER, Julia
Global patterns of
K.; KRAUSMANN,
materials use: A
Ecological
Fridolin;
2013
socioeconomic and
Economics
EISENMENGER,
geophysical analysis
Nina.
Development and
STEINBERGER, Julia
dematerialization: an
2013 PloS one
K. et al.
international study
Who is reducing their
WHITMARSH,
material consumption and
Lorraine; CAPSTICK, why? A cross-cultural
Phil. Trans. R.
2017
Stuart; NASH,
analysis of
Soc. A
Nicholas.
dematerialization
behaviours
Economic Growth and the
Evolution of Material
Cycles: An Analytical
Ecological
ZHANG, Chao et. al
2017
Framework Integrating
Economics
Material Flow and Stock
Indicators
Source: The author, 2018.
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For the synthesis step, a knowledge matrix as cited by Ferenhof
and Fernandes (2013) was assembled with the following items, to be
completed during the reading of papers: (i) complete reference; (ii)
database and number of citations; (iii) year of publication; (iv) authors;
(v) publication journal; (vi) keywords; (vii) type of study (empirical or
theoretical); (viii) constructs/definitions; (ix) gap; (x) positive points /
negative points; (xi) excerpts for citation; and (xii) references cited for
further reading.
By completing the knowledge matrix with data taken from the
articles, the scientific writing began. Papers that were cited and deemed
essential to this study were incorporated. Thus, an integrative literature
review was chosen to guide this work (ROMAN & FRIEDLANDER,
1998).
An interesting analysis concerns the years of publication on the
topic. It is noticed a period during which there were no publications and
then a re-emergence in the last year. However, of all the papers presented
a single one discusses the behaviour of dematerialization, hence
becoming the most important paper both to help better understand the
cultural process of dematerialization, and to justify the relevance of this
study.
Since a qualitative research (YIN, 2003) allows in depth
understanding of the logical or causal drivers of phenomena – rather than
statistical generalisation –, it is reasonable in this study to examine the
phenomenon of the cultural process of dematerialization by interviewing
key actors.
A total of 12 people was selected as key actors involved with
sustainable and or dematerialized practices and agreed to be interviewed.
The semi-structured interview approach was adopted, where interviews
started with sharing findings from the literature review with the
interviewees and followed by a set of predetermined questions. Each
interview took between 25 and 45 minutes and all of them were recorded
and then manually transcribed into text.
3.2

INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY

In order to make interviewees more comfortable to respond to
themes more deeply, they were affirmed their identity would not be
revealed.
In Brazil, interviewees were invited to participate through a social
network, which made acceptance easier. Previous knowledge of who the
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key people were and the role of each institution in developing the
incentive for innovation contributed to the survey.
The information was collected through in-depth semi-structured
interviews. For Taylor and Borgdan (2015) the in-depth interview aims at
understanding the interviewee’s perspective at individual level, regarding
their lives and experiences, where he/she expresses them in their own
words.
For this analysis the thematic analysis technique was used. Cooper
et al (2012) define thematic analysis as a method for identifying,
systematically organizing, and providing information about theme
patterns and their meanings. The choice for this analysis is justified by
being considered a flexible and systematic method, involving a
mechanics of data coding.
In order to understand the cultural process of dematerialization on
a global scale, we looked for specialists who already incorporate
sustainable practices of dematerialization in their daily life and / or have
insights about knowledge societies and / or knowledge economy.
Therefore, all sectors were addressed – the academic, the
community, the private and the public sector. In each, there was one
representative at regional level, one at national level and one at
international level. For the public sector the denomination was different,
since it involved political representatives at local, state and national level.
From the articles selected, each was highlighted with the main
findings of the literature review and classified into four groups: (i) type
of study; (ii) concepts used; (iii) problems listed; and (iv) solutions
presented. Finally, the question of ‘How does literature understand the
cultural process of dematerialization?’ was answered.
Referenced excerpts from these four groups were printed. Thus, a
process of reading and grouping was started according to the
characteristics and thematic similarity identified by the author. The
themes that emerged were: (i) consumption; (ii) industries; (iii)
services/technology; (iv) environmental impacts; (v) dematerialization
behaviours; (vi) strategies; (vii) GDP and (viii) knowledge.
It was noticed that each passage narrated a problem or a solution,
and thus two trees were created: one for problems and one for solutions.
These trees soon evolved into a General Model, from which two pyramids
derived. The General Model represents the generality and the neutrality
of the concepts presented by literature, and it can be visualized in Figure
9.
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Figure 9: General Model.

Source: The author, 2018.

This General Model features four levels. The first level includes
Knowledge, Information and WIN – Wishes, Interests and Needs. They
are represented in an almost amorphous way to imply that they have no
limits (like the ether, they permeate everything and everyone; are part of
all levels and at the same time represent a single level).
The second level of the General Model is the Cultural Process. It
is understood that when the individual has two of the items of the first
level, they seek the third as to build a line of thought that will guide their
daily actions. Thus, at the level of the individual, the cultural process is
created.
The third level is when the cultural process determines the Society
Behavioural and Economy. These represent industries, services,
technology and action strategies. It is important to note that Society
Behaviour and Economy constantly feed back on each other. One defines
what it wants from the other, and so they evolve together. When society
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behaviour changes, the economy shifts to adapt to demand; when the
economy changes, society’s behaviour seeks to adapt to the economy.
The fourth and final level includes the Environmental Outcomes,
which is a result of this chain of previous behaviours. Directly, the
Economy and the Society Behaviour will define which are the
Environmental Outcomes for the individual, the society, the city, or the
country.
From the General Model emerged a Pyramid with Problems and
one with Solutions. Pyramids are composed of the same four levels of the
General Model, according to Figure 10 and Figure 11.
Each of the terms mentioned in the pyramids is referenced and has
already been conceptualized in the literature review, reason why it was
not replicated in this section. The terms were cited several times by the
authors, however, the definition that best fits with this line of work was
chosen.
For the creation of interview topics, a question was developed to
represent each level, and a general question on the subject of
dematerialization. The order of questions begins from the top of the
pyramid, with a question about sustainability, towards the base. This is
because we realized that, when one begins an interview with a term in
which the individual is already familiar, empathy develops between the
two and the interviewee feels more comfortable for the next questions.
Thus, the five questions were asked to all the interviewees, totalling 12
answers for each question.
The interviews were conducted in three languages: Portuguese,
Spanish and English. Both the introductory text and the questions were
translated and verified by two different translators of each language to
guarantee that the questions would not lose meaning in the version and
could be interpreted in the same way by all the interviewees.
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Figure 10: Problems pyramid.

Source: The Author, 2018.
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Figure 11: Solutions pyramid.

Source: The Author, 2018.
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4

PERCEPTION ANALYSIS

Semi-structured interviews were carried out both in Brazil and
other countries all over the world, such as Mexico, France, and the United
Kingdom. The interviewees were chosen through their expertise about the
subject, understanding the previous knowledge of who the key people
were and the role of each institution in contributing to the survey.
Interviewees were invited to participate in a social network, which made
acceptance easier.
The interviewees were divided into four groups: Academic Sector,
Community Sector, Private Sector, and Public Sector. The Academic,
Community, and Private Sector has regionals, nationals and internationals
representatives. The Public Sector has federal, regional and local
Brazilian government representatives. Some interviews were done face to
face while others were conducted via Skype or telephone due to the long
distances and to the difficulty of setting up an appointment.
Before the beginning of each interview, the author and interviewer
conceptualized the main terms for the interviewee. This introductory text
is found in Appendix A of this study. The interviews were conducted in
3 languages: Portuguese, Spanish and English, and as already mentioned,
the English and Spanish questions as well as the introductory text to the
interview were reviewed by two different translators for each language.
In addition to the five questions, there were two questions specific
to each sector. Frame 3 below lists the questions posed to all interviewees
and the specific questions for each group. For a better understanding, the
questions were coded and this code will be used throughout this chapter.
Frame 3: Questions posed to the interviewees

Questions Code
GEN.Q1

GENERAL QUESTIONS
What are the possible paths to sustainable
environmental practices?

GEN.Q2

How does the societal behaviour in consumer (or
economic?) practices impact on the environment?

GEN.Q3

How can this cultural process be improved to
provide a sustainable society?

GEN.Q4

How can societies adopt dematerialized lifestyles?
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GEN.Q5

ACA.Q6
ACA.Q7

COM.Q6
COM.Q7

PRI.Q6
PRI.Q7

PUB.Q6
PUB.Q7

What role does knowledge through education play
in reshaping the cultural processes of
dematerialization?
ACADEMIC SECTOR QUESTIONS
How can the academia lead the society to the
cultural process of dematerialization?
What is the main gap between theory and practice?
COMMUNITY SECTOR QUESTIONS
What do you expect from government and
companies about the adoption of sustainable
and/or dematerialization practices?
What is your dematerialized / sustainable
contribution as a citizen?
PRIVATE SECTOR QUESTIONS
What types of environmental solutions do you
apply to your business? Are these solutions related
to dematerialization practices?
Do you understand the dematerialization practices
as a challenge or an opportunity for your business?
PUBLIC SECTOR QUESTIONS
How is the government thinking and planning
policy changes for environmental solutions?
What public policies do you understand as
fundamental to dematerialization and conscious
consumption?

Source: The author, 2018.

In addition, to clarify the representatives according to which
function level they belong to, an extra code will appear in front of the
number that they are identified, like exemplified in Frame 4 below. This
is an anonymous interview, so the respondents’ will be identified by
numbers.
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Frame 4: Interviewees’ level code

Sector

Academic

Community

Private

Public

Level

Interviewees’ Code

Regional

ACA.REG.01

National

ACA.NAT.02

International

ACA.INT.03

Regional

COM.REG.04

National

COM.NAT.05

International

COM.INT.06

Regional

PRI.REG.07

National

PRI.NAT.08

International

PRI.INT.09

Local

PUB.LOC.10

Regional

PUB.STA.11

Federal

PUB.FED.12

Source: The author, 2018.

This chapter will present the viewpoint of the academic,
community, private, and public sectors. In order to better detail the issue,
the aforementioned people’s perspectives will be displayed question by
question.
4.1

GENERAL PERCEPTIONS

Since the five first questions were asked to all the interviewees,
this section groups the answers according to the sector that the
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interviewees represent, as are shown in the Frame 2 above. The next four
sections will present the specific two questions to each sector.
4.1.1

GEN.Q1: What are the possible paths to sustainable
environmental practices?

This question aims to introduce the interviewee into a world to
which he/she is already familiar, that of sustainability. The purpose of the
question is to receive information about the way in which it views and
defines sustainability and what actions are defined as sustainable and that
are indispensable for achieving that state.
The
discussion
of
sustainability
contemplates
the
stability of
the
environmental, economic and social
dimensions. We as a society have our own metabolism, which is the
cultural metabolism. It appropriates matter and energy and deposits waste
in nature. When from the environmental dimension, this withdrawal of
matter and energy and deposition of waste must happen on a scale of time
and volume in a way that nature endures. In this case, it is referred to as
matter flow, but there are still environmental assets, such as biodiversity,
which must be considered in this material flow calculation. Then,
sustainability is formed by these three wheels - environmental, economic
and social - and those who turn these wheels is politics, because it works
in favour of maintaining the asset, while regulating the flows within the
economic system promoting equity in the social system. This is one of the
ways to achieve sustainability.
Through education. People will only adopt
sustainable environmental practices if it
makes sense for them to have this behaviour
if they realize value in this practice. And for them to realize value in this
practice, they have to be aware of the effect their practices have on the
environment. At first, the person acquires an individual consciousness,
and then it becomes collective, and when this consciousness becomes
collective, we have a chance to improve environmental practices. So, for
people to acquire value and awareness, there needs to be education. They
need to receive a lot of knowledge and information to the point of
developing the competence to analyse the data, information and
knowledge that we have about the current situation of the planet and to
slow down our presence in it.
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Through an ecological and anthropocentric
consciousness in the sense of the
unprecedented magnitude of the impact of
human action on the planet. The gravity and scale of human impact are
monumental. One of the problems we have are plastics. Those that float
in the oceans, those that sank, those that are inside living beings, in our
soils and then, are part of our food chain. And no one is an expert on these
problems that are happening on our planet, for they are unprecedented in
Earth’s history. These are problems that endanger our existence. More
and more researchers are studying and we are realizing that there are two
ways to deal with this problem: either do something right away, or do
nothing else, to the point of stopping so that we do not increase the impact.
This is an intractable problem that does not even seem to have a
characterization, but rather a compound of complex problems. Then,
starting with awareness and understanding the seriousness of the
problems, we could at least guide ourselves to begin to act. To generate a
social debate with analysis of understanding, so that people stop taking
this problem as if parallel to their daily life. This is only a small gesture,
but studies indicate that small gestures have an impact on the emotional
condition of the person performing it.
Consciousness and perception. Today’s
society is disconnected from nature,
disconnected from living on a finite planet.
And in order to start adopting sustainable practices, it is necessary to
create a bond with nature. The trigger to create awareness and perception
is unique to each individual. The very philosophical-scientific school we
are living today is aware of this notion of the real world, where
civilization is within nature. Our idea is that we are segregated, that we
are not part, we fall short. Yet, our civilization has been millennia in a
political-religious movement and our values have been built on top of
that. Thus, our relationship with the current economy, with money. It is
basically at this moment that materialization arises, which Marx points
out as the exchange of commodity-money-commodity.
The only way is when the individual,
organizations and governments take
responsibility for their consumption. It is
necessary to reduce the impact of our existence. In the past, the human
being could degrade one area and be an itinerant person if he or she moved
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to another area. Today, as a society, we occupy all spaces. Our impact is
more visible, but we do not take responsibility for it.
The education and consumer awareness
paths are the main tool. However, it is also
important, rather than just consumer
awareness and reviewing consumption patterns, we need to realize the
production side. In order for consumption to be sustainable, the means of
production must also be adequate, in the sense that there is a supply so
that the consumer can actually make the choice in a more conscious way.
So, a balance between consumption and production, where consumption
can be sustainable through awareness, information, understanding of
what it means to have a more sustainable and more responsible lifestyle,
and on the other hand the means of production need to offer products and
services that are actually more responsible and more sustainable.
Legislation should direct to sustainable
practices and provide information on what is
generating unsustainable practices, because if
there is a need for sustainable practices, it is because what is in vogue is
unsustainable. The information should reach as many people as possible,
and it is feared that this will only occur when there is a requirement. When
legislation prohibits the production of a particular input generating an
environmental problem, it should favour an environmentally preferable
consideration. Because there is an instant economic and social impact, but
only then will be space for an alternative chain to develop, where it
benefits not only the economic and the social, but also the environmental.
To simplify our existence. Living in a simpler
way generates more autonomy. It is no longer
necessary to have, but to be. This change
involves personal development and education. When we have selfknowledge, we know our shortcomings and knowledge and work to
improve our being. With self-knowledge, you become more respectful
towards yourself and others so that corporate alliances can be made for a
common purpose.
The possible paths are really to take multiple
different perspectives, one of them is to look
specifically at economic shift and changes, for businesses, start-ups, and
to really encourage the growth of businesses that move towards living in
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harmony with nature. And the second pathway is really to have a look at
educational campaigning, and educational immersive experiences. And
the third one is to see how communities can actually be involved in the
longevity of the supply chain analysis of the actual products that they are
buying and having that information in easy access mode.
At the individual level it is motivation, will,
desire, and awakening. Public policy works
by creating the conditions conducive to
sustainable practices. And the collective acts by adhering and expanding
these practices.
We who work with cities always go through
the sustainability of it, we want it to be as
sustainable as possible. It needs to be pleasant
from a landscape, culture point of view because the city is for people.
That is why all actions need to be directed towards the benefit of people,
since preserving the environment and maintaining their identity even
within the city is for the benefit of the people as a whole. We always strive
to be in tune with what is happening all over the world to work on this
humanistic conception of urban planning.
What is essential is a wide diffusion that the
author Capra calls ecological literacy. We
must observe nature and learn from it. Our
culture is a very inefficient system and we must understand that this is a
wrong model, which is harmful to us and other forms of life and to seek
inspiration in ecosystems. In nature there is no residue. There are
interconnected chains and they feed back. And for a human way of life to
be more sustainable, it is necessary for it to apply this system of nature in
absolutely everything, such as construction and design.
4.1.2

GEN.Q2: How does the societal behaviour consumer
practices impact on the environment?

This question seeks to provide information about how clear is the
fact that human practices have consequences and are having a negative
impact on the environment. Furthermore, it stimulates the questioning
that behaviour in society and consumption practices are directly related.
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Consumption practices have a great impact
on the environment. Human metabolism
needs calories to survive. Cultural
metabolism needs matter and energy to survive. Comparatively speaking,
cultural metabolism depends much more on matter and energy than the
human individual calories. The pattern of consumption represents all the
impact we have on nature. Consumption is a cultural practice. It is
associated with the status, identity of the person.
We are in a phase of transition from the
development of new technologies that can
have a more positive impact on the
environment. And for our consumer decisions to impact more positively,
we need more access to information. So we need more knowledge and
information, when we are more aware of the origin of what we are
consuming, by what processes it had to pass to be in that form that I am
consuming, and what these processes generated in nature, I will have
better conditions to choose my consumption. My consumption will be
guided by the criterion of impact on nature and the environment as a
whole.
One of the most concrete lines of attack is
consumption. It is a reduction of all economic
thinking, of our way of understanding all
activity and human economic conduct. It is beyond economic
consciousness, because it is also in the economic agents, in the science of
the psychology of human behavior, and in decision-making. Thus all
human life are the economic agents. The economic system today
understands that the drop in consumption is a negative indicator of
economic performance. And then, when viewed from the perspective of
the knowledge economy, the value of the planet is imperative. Ecological
awareness in connection with the culture of alternative economies
minimizes environmental impact. We need to understand the economy,
but not only the currents of the academic economy, but also the ways of
thinking the economic. There are several alternative economic practices
and many are not yet documented, but they live and do things differently.
And then, we need to relate the understanding of the economy, with the
practices documented with the anthropocene, with the impact they
generate on the environment. Have a study on the links of the whole logic
of economic growth, consumption, material flows and cycles.
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Consumption practices have a direct impact.
Being us, inserted in the economic model,
there is no choice not to consume. What
people can consume is what is inside the market, that is, freedom of
consumption is predefined. Our society is molded to work, earn monetary
rewards to consume and work again.
To talk about the environment, you need to
define what you consider your own. We
cannot say that the city is one thing and the
forest is another, so we cannot study only one thing. When you are sick,
you want to recover your entire system, not just the affected region. We
are the sick part of the system.
They impact integrally. But despite this
clearer and more explicit recognition of the
impact on the environment, it is also
important to recognize that there is an impact on society as a whole. It is
very difficult for us consumers to identify what we buy, how it was
produced. The label does not say much. There have been scandals that the
media brought from having found people in slave-like work for the textile
industry, and society stops consuming the "made in" because of this, but
without the correct information of each product, you can break a whole
system of responsible production within that country. This is the great
difficulty, as a consumer, of tracking how this product was produced, so
this is more the responsibility of the individual, but on the other hand, it
is very important to reinforce the productive sector's role of not simply
leaving the whole problem for the consumer.
The impact is strong because society is linked
to consumer culture, where there is the need
for consumption to feel inserted in society and
acquire a certain status. It keeps the industry producing and generating
profit, without thinking about the impact generated. Because society has
no knowledge of the consequence of what it consumes, it demeans society
itself. It ends up stimulating the extraction of resources and working in
bad conditions, to generate garbage that will bring more impact and
expense to the maintenance of society. Then, they impact aggressively.
The human being is acting in a relationship of vampirism with nature,
where we are just sucking. Today, our practices can be mitigated, but in
the way, we deal with our planet, they will never be void. Self-esteem
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should be related to the good that the individual does to the environment
and to society, and not related to consumption.
There begins to be a change of concept where
we will stop being consumers to be prosumer,
where you also contribute and produce. So,
this vision of consumption is very imperialistic, where you extract
everything and discard to nature everything that does not matter or do not
account for processing. It is a linear view, where things are born and die.
And nature is not managing to process everything that we discard in
volume and speed. In nature there is no waste, everything is cyclical,
every waste is the product of another cycle. Then we can also make our
disposal enter through an organic path of composting and an inorganic
path of reuse and exploitation. When you think of being rather than
having, you think of sharing. So, you realize that you do not need the
product itself, but the service it offers. It is possible to change behaviour
when you have the means and the knowledge for it, besides the will,
because even having these two, one could choose not to change the
behaviour if I did not feel like it. That is why personal development is
fundamental to reach this level of consciousness.
There have been a number of different studies
that have shown impacts in terms of products
and how these products are having an impact
both physically that you could see, and behavioural. A visible impact on
the environment and that could be measured by the audit of its waste in
our environment, such as the oceans; whether is a considerable amount of
information on the Pacific “Gyre”. It is a fascinating study of the way that
we interact with items, I think the kind of culture of holding something,
having it until death do us apart. There is a memory and a heritage that
you have used. Cultures have possessive items. They must have whether
it a show of wealth, a show of luxury. It is an in depth analysis on the
psychology of how people interact with items and services as well, so it
is not just having products, but it is the use and how we can have an impact
on the environment.
Consumption behaviour impacts a lot. Our
daily practices are driven by the principle of
entropy because we always create disorder in
the construction of our order, so we always have a level of impact on our
human activities. We measure our impact according to our choices, but
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we must remember the group of people who do not have the ability to
make choices within the system in which we live. The choice is made
with our purchasing power of products and services, and this group of
people just cannot afford it. It is antagonistic, but often the people who
today have how to choose to practice healthy actions to reach this level of
choice guided by the power of purchase have left a negative
environmental footprint. For example, a farmer: to plant, the government
exempts taxes from agrochemicals, but for it to produce organic, it has to
pay a certifier, consultant. He may want to do the right thing, but not
having the monetary power to make his choices, and having opposing
incentives from the government, it is difficult for him to act upon his
desire. The conditions placed for each individual within the system
determine very much the consumption behaviour.
They impact in a terrible way. The amount of
garbage that is produced is impressive. One
line is not only to produce less garbage, but to
produce no garbage, to be zero garbage. The other is to create a productive
chain with the residue. We created a project to add value to the waste, to
exchange it for food because at that time there was an overproduction of
food and there was not sufficient outflow of the production. This food
would be all wasted. So, we partnered and bought from the producers, and
we traded these foods in the communities in exchange for recyclable
waste. It was a way to stop this rubbish from getting to the bottom of the
rivers and the seas. And it was a condition we created to motivate people
towards sustainability. More and more cities will have to think in terms
of self-sustainability. That is why we are in favour of compact cities, with
local production, local economy, because they have a very strong
resilience capacity, as well as an increased quality of life. And this
implementation of this new concept will change people's behaviour as
well. It's much smarter if you use technology to your advantage.
The impact is enormous. And it comes
recurring to two lawsuits. One of the
misconception is that consumption brings
happiness. This consumer society based on false premises that imprison
people to seek a way of life to consume more as a form of personal
fulfilment. And the other is the lack of awareness in relation to matter.
We do not know where it came from, what materials were used, who
worked on it until it reached your hand. It produces much more than is
needed to have gains in scale. So, we have this irrationality of consuming
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and discarding as if there were no consequences. And this is causing the
Earth to lose its ability to regenerate, we take more than self-regenerating
support capacity.
4.1.3

GEN.Q3: How can this cultural process be improved to
provide a sustainable society?

The context of this question is to understand how the respondent
understands the cultural process and what daily practices the community
can guide to achieving a sustainable development and society.
Through knowledge. We are in a relationship
with the environment. We begin to feel
uncomfortable as we begin to feel the effects
of our actions. Pollution, environmental catastrophes, reduction of an
aesthetic asset. Since the industrial revolution the process has been
aggravated by scale. To solve, we must get closer to the environment, to
understand the impact that we cause. We have no notion of the impact we
cause when we act in society. And this action in society is according to
the choice we make when we buy, when we move, when we choose a type
of energy. The more we sensitize people to this impact, the more chance
we have of changing society's behaviour. For example, garbage. It is not
a problem when it is not close to you, because when it approaches, you
change the relationship and the management of the garbage. This change
in posture comes from the approximation of the effect. Still, in circular
economics this conception of waste, no doubt, is no longer relevant in our
society. There is no reason to have anything left over from a lawsuit. One
way is to internalize this negative externality through regulation. The
normative framework is always a path, but not the only one. There is also
the market realizing that society is different.
Through the perception of value. Value is
part of the definition of culture itself. It is
structural in an organizational environment.
It is the perception of value that can define cultural transformation around
any subject.
This is an ethical-political theme in a culture
of value. Traditionally it was the religions
that played the role of cosmology and world
interpretation and creation of codes of conduct. Part of the advancement
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of the knowledge society is the possibility of building alternative models
for understanding the value and confrontation of ethical and political
implications. And on the basis of the knowledge economy one can
understand the positive and negative implications of the human being's
action on the environment. It enables social awareness and debate to
explore different possibilities of systems. And in parallel, we have
artificial intelligence, which is one of the dilemmas of dematerialization,
where we must have human prevalence, but with a re-reading of human
values.
With the expansion of consciousness and
perception. Awareness of environmental
practices and perception of the global level.
Our society has been around for two thousand years, but other societies
had another culture, with a higher consciousness about our place in the
cosmos and had other life processes, including dematerialization. There
were values of abundance and exchange.
The cultural process is already in place and
should accelerate as resources diminish. And
there is no way to supply the planet according
to the needs that society imagines to have. We have achieved a quality of
life that has allowed the human species to reproduce too much and extend
life expectancy, but there are not enough resources to perpetuate this
current lifestyle. So this cultural process is one of adaptation. And soon
after that, the recession period will come, which is drastic. We need to
become aware that humankind need not produce more, we have enough
to supply moisture. Yes we have a problem of focus, because we produce
superfluous items and those of basic need we distribute poorly.
Collaboration between the three sectors is
essential for us to make a concrete cultural
change. It is the whole of the involvement of
the productive, of civil society organizations that empower and impart
information and organize consumers and also governments. The
government itself plays an essential role in organizing the basis for a
productive system to function properly. Providing the appropriate
incentives or regulations for the productive sector to have the incentive to
change, to make this transition.
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Increasing the culture of awareness of the
choice and consequence of their actions.
People have to be educated in order to
understand where the products and services they choose to consume come
from, and what the consequences of their choices are. When the
individual begins to choose their choices based on this premise, the
collective improves and society moves towards sustainability. Today it
seems that there is a delimitation of areas: here goes the human being and
there the nature. Where there is the human being, all the trees are cut, the
ground is sealed and there is no contact with other forms of life. That is
why every human being has to be responsible for the trail he creates, the
ecological footprint. We should all be concerned about generating as little
impact as possible, being as integrated as possible. We need to live by
generating natural resources. Plant to generate the air you breathe, you
are creating a resource. It will plant a tree, benefit from its fruit and its
shade, it will create a microclimate and will still generate a clean air so
that it can breathe. It is easy to decrease your footprint. Of course, society
cannot regress, but now evolution and development are in making the
right choices, consuming what is really needed, unlinking consumption
from status.
With education as personal development. By
respecting yourself you learn to respect
others, and that includes the environment.
Society has values, cultures have values, and
those values need to be questioned. I think to
improve for living in harmony with nature or
replenish lifestyle, let’s say, one would require a stake in the kind of
longevity of a project, that it could actually be realized. If somebody’s has
never experienced what this one behaviour shift can do, then they’re
probably not going to look at applying that transitioning to the sustainable
lifestyle. So, in the terms of the cultural process, instead of being too
prescriptive, it is needed to encourage people. I mean, this is exactly what
the culture of brands have done, a lot of brands around the world have
used the kind of triggers, emotional triggers and cultural triggers to
encourage people to do very specific things. Brands are a culture, an
identity. So, culture has this identity available to because now all of a
sudden you identify with a particular value this product brand, service,
city, building, person, has assigned to them and by association, you are
giving it to yourself.
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We need to have a lot of clarity and
understanding about it. We must overcome
this model of society that prefers quick profit
and great concentration of income. In terms of design and technique we
have already advanced much research and strategies. What we need now
is the conditions of the economic system involving the state, companies
and society to choose a better, less impactful model.
The tendency is for people to focus on reuse.
There is no need for dumps to exist. People
need to compost their trash. Still, sewage and
water treatment should be done locally. That is, the scale cannot grow
bigger, you have to work in the place. There was the project to treat
sewage and vegetable waste in a neighbourhood for the production of
biogas, with the by-product being a compound for use as fertilizer. The
future trend was to treat wastewater and make it drinkable with French
technology filter plants. The water and sewage company withdrew from
the project.
Cultural processes happen through education,
and that takes time. It is therefore important
to foster these sustainable ways of life in all
types of communities and human settlements. It is the experience that
makes people change, so they need to be accountable to the process.
When they decide to reduce their consumption of water and energy, for
example, they must understand the good it brought to their community,
and thus begin a collaborative dynamic where this critical mass gains
scale and has sustainable practices as culture.
4.1.4

GEN.Q4: How can societies adopt dematerialized lifestyles?

After making the interviewee more comfortable talking about
sustainability, daily actions, society behaviour, consumption practices,
cultural process, environment and sustainable society, he/she is
introduced to a direct question about dematerialization. The goal is to
understand how dematerialization can be present in our daily lives as a
collective experience.
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The government plays an important role,
such as the dematerialization program of the
economy in Germany. The idea is to reduce
the volume of material that circulates in an economic system while
maintaining the same income output. So, dematerialization happens at the
same time as it is possible to improve the environmental dimension of
sustainability while maintaining the economic dimension. It is necessary
to dematerialize the economy while maintaining a balance in income
generation. The innovation today is precisely this search to generate
income with less intensive alternatives in material. So, in terms of the city,
one can improve their status by encouraging income generation with these
less material-intensive alternatives. If you point out to people that there
are different alternatives, better and worse alternatives, they will choose
the best ones. So, it’s a matter of showing the alternatives.
Making sense to adopt dematerialization
practices. It is always difficult to promote
social change. For this, society will have to
begin to understand value in the sense of the importance of changing their
practices. And that change has to be soon because it’s about our own
survival on the planet.
Perhaps there were no such significant
moments in human evolution as now. We
have expanded brain capacity, the creation of
language and forms of social collaboration. And in evolutionary terms,
we are very fast, and so we are not realizing it. Our ways of working and
living are still in the last century, based on industry. Our social code is
based on employment, on education for training for work. We were
responsible for what we created, but we did not measure and we did not
know at what point it would arrive. Today we know and we need to take
responsibility for it. More and more we understand ourselves with various
types of knowledge, cognition, sensitivity and representation in all types
of life and processes of knowledge transmission. These mechanisms only
increase with the knowledge society. Now we live the technology, the
digital world, the representational world. The changing winds of human
life on the planet lie in the technological singularity. We do not yet have
clear models for making this transition safely, but we do need to be more
thinking, creative, artistic, cognitive, sensory, and sensitive. So, if there
is a continuity of the human species and solution for the Anthropocene it
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is in the knowledge society. You need to redesign the value structure and
how they capture, share, and match.
It's a geopolitical issue. Human groups that
profit
from
materials
must
let
dematerialization come in. In the cultural
process you see dematerialization emerge in the arts, in music, in culture.
New symbols are emerging and this is in the discourse of the new society.
The desire has to be dematerialized. And for
that, it has to dematerialize the industry. And
perhaps, unfortunately, this will only happen
when there is no longer the resource available for that industry to produce.
Dematerialization in the economy is already happening, we are sharing,
reducing, digitizing. We do this because we no longer have enough space,
we no longer want to accumulate things inside our homes. And when you
release the transport, leave it free, for example, you dematerialize the city
to a large extent. When you give the freedom to come and go, the city
starts to live much more of services than of products.
Countless possibilities. One point is a long
cycle of product life, in a responsible way on
the part of the companies. End programmed
obsolescence and our perception about it. Another possibility depends on
a lifestyle change. You have to rethink the consumption. Rethink of how
much I need everything I think I need. Which is quite an individual
movement. It is a choice about our activities, the type of transportation
we use, what foods we consume, where they come from, what the
packaging of these foods is, and this is gaining scale for life as a whole.
We must turn to self-knowledge in the
pursuit of our qualities without linking our
potential with our possessions. Seek a more
outdoor life, with more activities linked to nature with the quest for love
in your daily actions to generate compassion in society. For sharing to
exist, people need to set aside individualism. So, for dematerialization to
occur, the human being must actually evolve as a social being, where he
thinks and seeks collective well-being. People should focus on producing
resources rather than consuming them. For example, for the fresh air that
we need and want to breathe, we must generate this resource by planting
a tree.
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Urban kindness. When, for example, you
plant on the street, not only on your property,
you generate shade, fresh air, fruits,
biodiversity. And this is not only for you, but for all those who pass by,
generating an action of kindness.
One of the biggest challenges is looking at
what dematerialization means, it is a
psychological and a physical consequence.
Thinking about the psychological, we have a lot of different products that
we would use for specific reasons if you were to look to supply chain, you
would then be able to track where it’s been, what materials have been
used for it and how it is having a positive impact or negative impact on
the way that we interact with these items. The biggest challenge at the
moment is understanding where those items are coming from, the impact
on the environment, and capturing that data all along the value chain. I
also think that dematerialization is really owning up to whether these
materials came from, whether we assign some level of value to those
products and services. If we don’t agree with a waste treatment, then just
don’t create waste. People just kept coming putting in the rubbish and that
it ended up being this massive pile, they didn’t think once in themselves
and “maybe I should reduce the amount of the waste that I have”, they
just continued, and I think this is one of the biggest issues that we have,
how can we have a psychological impact on people about what material
consequences we are leaving in our lives and in others’ lives, so societies
could actually adopt practices to reduce waste, completely, like banned
out of your life.
Self-knowledge and self-understanding in
society. But it is no use for the person to
wake up and the system where it is inserted
remains the same. The business sector does not seem to care about
degrading more when its profit becomes larger. Agribusiness is supported
rather than agroecology. It supports the landfill and incinerators than
decentralized and local waste treatment systems. Supports roads instead
of bike paths. Society, government, and business are not arguing that our
energy matrix is finite, that resources are finite. For example, with the
pesticide companies that sell their products and concentrate their profits.
But the externalities that their activities cause in the environment that are
impacts on water, human health, biodiversity are divided for society, we
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all pay the price of one’s activity. The benefit has to be socialized and
externalities must be the responsibility of those who generate them.
You need to work the child. Children teach
parents. They are the vectors of awareness.
On the other hand, companies can seek to
cheapen their processes with technology for renewable energy, which is
what China has been doing. The country is focused on the electric motor,
because in addition to being cheaper, they have arrived in a serious
environmental situation, which left their population sick.
Urban metabolism. An analysis of the inflows
and outflows of matter and energy of a city is
made. These mechanisms are important to
show the population the impact that in most cases is invisible in the eyes
of society. This demonstrates that the systems that cities have can be
improved to be environmentally and economically sustainable. City
systems have to be local and circular, with energy from renewable
sources. Cities have to be looked at from the systemic view, arriving at
the management, effectively.
4.1.5

GEN.Q5: What role does knowledge through education play
in reshaping the cultural processes of dematerialization?

Thus far it has become evident that knowledge is fundamental to
any change, whether at the individual or collective level. The question is
whether the knowledge transmitted through education is the motive why
it becomes possible to reshape the cultural process to reach a more
dematerialized society.
It’s central. It is necessary to know the origin
of how your society works so that people
understand their possibilities. Through
education processes, people understand development where we have the
economic, environmental and social dimensions. In the current system,
there is matter and energy, and I reject it and it circulates within an
economic system that is within the ecological system, with the
distribution of the economy to generate a more just society. By
understanding this system better, people can also understand how
technologies can support or hinder this process. Today society generates
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a lot of data, so it is imperative that you look at this data, analyze and
understand this data to guide society towards a better path.
Fundamental. For change to happen, there
needs to be a lot of information, knowledge,
education to bring a better understanding of
daily practices, why we choose the sustainable practices we must adopt
to the detriment of the unsustainable ones we are adopting.
The educational system we have today is not
functional. It privileges some to the
disadvantage of others. For the knowledge
society, education is a prerequisite, so it is necessary to think about new
forms of learning, forms of creation and distribution of knowledge.
Knowledge is fundamental. Knowledge
comes through education, but school is not
the best medium. Education must and will
come by other means. We are a writing paper society. And by being of
writing we need matter. Dematerialization is a school of walking
philosophy and is linked to existential values, to lifestyles. To recapture
the creativity present in each of the ascendancy of differentiation that the
current system struggled to erase.
The education we have today is to fit the
format that is based on the industry. And this
format is exploratory. We are trained to serve
the industry, to feed the system. The process of reflection and
transmission of knowledge must be used for this change. Internal
questioning is a need.
It is essential as long as it is focused on
action. Because knowledge by knowledge
can paralyze. When you get a lot of
knowledge that everything you are doing is wrong and that you should be
doing it differently, but that other way is not so clear to you, it can
paralyze. If you look at it twenty years ago, when we started dealing with
this climate change issue, it came very negatively, “your behaviour is
responsible for everything that is happening negative”. So okay, at that
time this had an impact of drawing attention to the topic, but when it
comes to behaviour change, you have to engage the citizen to make him
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feel part of that effort and for them to realize that the effort they are going
to do in their daily lives, that this change can really have a positive impact.
So, I think the way that education can contribute to this is when it becomes
knowledge, when it is part of a strategy of mobilization, engagement, and
action. Not knowledge by knowledge alone.
By not having the knowledge and therefore
not knowing the consequences that generate
the products that the individual aims to have,
it puts at risk not only its existence but the whole of society. The lack of
knowledge causes the individual to think that consumption is necessary
for their being, for the expression of their being. Education brings the
knowledge of the individual to feel good not to need, to feel good for not
having, to feel to be complete in the experiences and not acquiring
products that degrade the environment.
Schools have to give a broader education,
with room for creative and motor
development. Training should be done in a
blended way, where education is personalized and integrated.
There are a lot of campaigns, educational
processes, collecting all of that data and
understanding what those values have been
and where they can be, so looking at values from the history of where
waste was created and the cultural context of what waste is used and then
understanding how cultures have possessed things, bought things, used
things and then shift that to how can they do things differently. Look at
Rachel Botsman’s work on collaborative consumption or the shared
economy and or having non-ownership assets that are shared, so for
example, one person, one country, one community own something but
then everybody gets to use that, I think that is the big challenge, how do
we create structures digitally that can allow us to do more of that.
Knowledge for dematerialization is central,
and it has to focus on the development
model, the decision of the entrepreneur when
he creates the design of a product to be adapted to a recycling chain, and
he has to focus on public policies. Education must lead to the knowledge
that externalities have to be held accountable by who generates them.
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Education is fundamental. The old popular
saying that you can take all your material
possessions, but the only thing that can ever
take you is knowledge is the maxim today. Today knowledge is shared
and the more you share, the more you have. Education has to be learned
in practice, the school has to be playful. And the main thing is the teacher.
We have to train teachers and decentralize resources. The school must
have autonomy to support its locality.
Ecological literacy. It is done on the basis of
experimentation and is made known. The
child should have the opportunity to plant and
grow an organic garden in the school to know that this food will feed her
and her colleagues, practicing sustainability in their daily practices.
Knowledge is fundamental as action, experience and practice. And this
practice will become culture. It is a priority to stimulate this sustainable
development, ecological literacy as a way to create and share knowledge
for sustainability and with that create a culture of dematerialization,
demonstrating the circularity of what is produced. What we fear is that
future generations will not have options, where the level for survival is
already more pronounced.
4.2

ACADEMIC SECTOR PERCEPTIONS

The researchers that contributed to this section by taking part in the
interviews represent important international, national, and regional
academic scientific research in dematerialization and/or sustainable
knowledge-based development. The interviewee’s position and their
identification code are represented in the Frame 5 below. This section
presents the two specific questions to each sector.
Frame 5: Academic Perceptions – Interviewees.
Interviewee’s Position
Professor

Interviewee’s Identification Code
ACA.REG.01

Professor

ACA.NAT.02

Professor

ACA.INT.03

Source: The author, 2018.
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4.2.1

ACA.Q6: How can the academia lead the society to the
cultural process of dematerialization?

The objective with this question is to understand how the academia
is helping the transition from society to a more sustainable society
supported by dematerialization.
Through the tripod of universities, which is
teaching, research and extension. Teaching
to think and understand and research the
dematerialization, from where it is dematerializing, what kind of impact
it has on the economic, social and environmental dimension. And above
all, to bring research results to society
Producing knowledge and disseminating.
And to disseminate, it is necessary that the
dissemination itself be transformed, so that academia can better connect
with society and together generate knowledge. To achieve sustainability,
society and academia need to act together, building joint initiatives.
The structure of production and distribution
of scientific work can no longer remain the
same. Science is one of the forms of human
expression capacity and is being enslaved by the reward scheme of
primitive publication based on competition and individualism. So what
we need is a profound cultural transformation of the entire value system
as a precondition for meeting the challenges of a reinterpretation of the
human being on the planet.
4.2.2

ACA.Q7: What is the main gap between theory and practice?

Understanding that the academy has been working on
environmental and dematerialization practices research, this question
aims to clarify the obstacles encountered by researchers so that society
begins to act according to the guidelines suggested by the scientists.
Perhaps our greatest challenge is to
communicate. I think people have a hard time
dealing with something that does not reach
them. That is why environmental education programs and approaches to
nature play a very important role. Because the moment you recognize a
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plant that you know the name in a garden, that garden has another
meaning for you, the posture of the individual changes. Another difficulty
is dealing with incremental change. You must add value to the data for
the change to occur.
To review the dynamics between the
production and sharing of knowledge
between academia and society.
Experiential dissociation between the
material and the symbolic. Monistic
philosophy can be taken as an ontological and
epistemological referential to cease with the dualist elements of
separation. There must be a unity between manifestation and its
consequences.
4.3

COMMUNITY SECTOR PERCEPTIONS

The people chosen as community representatives were involved in
global, national and regional organizations which confront common
challenges with sustainable, dematerialization, decoupling, zero waste
and other terms. Thus, these people represent important international,
national, and regional social organizations directed towards the
community. The interviewee’s position and their identification code are
represented in Frame 6 below. This section presents the two specific
questions to each sector.
Frame 6: Community Perceptions – Interviewees.
Interviewee's Position
Post Graduate Student

Interviewee's Identification
COM.REG.04

CEO of institution

COM.NAT.05

Consultant in organization

COM.INT.06

Source: The author, 2018.
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4.3.1

COM.Q6: What do you expect from government and
companies about the adoption of sustainable and/or
dematerialization practices?

The society is supported by the government and the economic
sector. The purpose of this question is to understand how much society is
expecting change to come from these sectors. Still, it seeks to understand
if society intends to act after these two sectors take initiatives, whether it
is the society that pressures these two sectors or still if the movement is
transversal of change.
You can’t expect too much from government
and industry. What you see in practice is that
they only change when society changes. The
government in Brazil today reflects society itself. We have the national
solid waste policy that is not taking effect because society is not
mobilizing for such.
The Rogers innovation curve shows how
long society takes to adopt information and
our society is still on the innovators and not
on the followers. So everything comes from the base, which is us as a
society. The pressure comes from the base, it is we who are pressing this
change. Our freedom of consumption is what shapes the market and
government.
In the productive sector, practices have to be
reviewed. Make the necessary transition to
dematerialization.
Obviously
many
companies on this path and some are already having to review their own
models. There is a way to renew yourself. In the government, offering the
bases so that the productive sector can make this transition. In general the
role of the government is essential to bring this context, to reinforce this
transition of the companies. The role of government is also fundamental
in putting this agenda in a more palatable way, mobilizing more citizens
through communication campaigns, through engagement with civil
society organizations.
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4.3.2

COM.Q7: What is your
contribution as a citizen?

dematerialized/sustainable

Following the previous question, this question aims to clarify
whether society is acting in pursuit of sustainable practices and
dematerialization, and what are the ways they are finding to live with
these principles within a traditional system.
Live simple. The values that society has today
do not apply to what I consider as values of
success and achievement. I have been
disseminating the knowledge of zero waste, I am critical of everything
around me, just for people to understand the strength they have to change
things. I try to give my example.
I advocate for minimalism. We need to work
for the replenishment of the planet, to plan
and care now. Sustainability is not enough anymore.
From my work. I spend 10 hours of my day
working exactly with this theme. I believe
this is a great contribution. Personally, I feel contributing to the part of
the work that I do and it is very difficult these days to untie our personal
and professional life and I realize that because I work and talk about it in
my professional environments I end up taking it to my personal life. And
it's really cool to see that your circles of friends and family already begin
to internalize some information and some types of knowledge that before
they would not have so much access. You end up being personally a
vehicle to carry information. I think each person is building their
contribution by taking a little of each one.
4.4

PRIVATE SECTOR PERCEPTIONS

Professionals that participated in this section through the
interviews represent important international, national and regional offices
that contributing to the sustainable and dematerialization practices. The
interviewee’s position and their identification code are represented in
Frame 7 below. This section presents the two specific questions to each
sector.
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Frame 7: Private Perceptions – Interviewees.
Interviewee’s Position
Director

Interviewee’s Identification Code
PRI.REG.07

Director

PRI.NAT.08

Director

PRI.INT.09

Source: The author, 2018.

4.4.1

PRI.Q6: What types of environmental solutions do you apply
to your business? Are these solutions related to
dematerialization practices?

With this question we seek the information regarding the practices
of sustainability and dematerialization that companies are applying in the
day-to-day of their business. Also, it seeks to elucidate what the
interviewees understand as sustainable practices and dematerialization
applied to their business.
I always seek the greatest integration with the
natural environment possible. I give priority
to lighting and natural ventilation, position
the building according to the winter and summer sunshine, study the
incidence of winds from that region. Protecting from winds and favoring
the sun and heat in winter, and protecting from the sun and stimulating
the wind movement in the summer. This reduces the use of air
conditioning and lighting equipment. Still, in the choice of materials we
always opt for the least impact, reusing materials and modulating the
design to adapt to these reused materials. We study the cycle of materials,
such as transportation, extraction, interaction with humans and the
environment, and the discard that we try to reduce to return to the cycle
as reuse. We design sewage treatment on site. We also think of the wellbeing of the individual who inhabits that building, so that it is healthy and
evolves with the environment. Integrate the human being with nature. If
you have vegetation in your building, you are generating a microclimate.
In order to have a healthy life - in addition to the sustainable one - we
must integrate the being with the environment. Make a harmony between
edification and nature. Dematerialization solutions have to be thought
locally. Each place has its characteristics as well as its problems and
solutions - just as each individual must take responsibility for the
beginning and end of the cycle of everything that consumes and produces.
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One cannot make sustainability alone. There
is knowledge that must be together,
sustainability is transversal. Sustainability
has dynamic equilibrium; if it is static it is utopian. Thus, I seek to help
teams work better and more efficiently to achieve sustainability, with a
holistic view of the building as a whole: water, materials, energy, and
educational programs. That's why I looked for ways to democratize
sustainability, while not measuring sustainability so as not to fall into
greenwashing. The tool I use to measure and certify sustainability is free
and you enter with the building's features. It is simple and does not
necessarily have to be the engineer or the architect, anyone can and that
is democratization.
For our businesses we’ve looked to social
entrepreneurship, we’ve looked at to the
disruptive platform, we’ve looked at how can
we upgrade how people are living by the design of that and to design
immersive experiences in terms of architecture, of planning
environmental sciences that can really give that productivity because of
the physical space that you are living in, so if you look at the epigenetics
and the gene expression of how people have shifted their environment,
you can actually see how people over a period of time can actually be
nurtured by the environment that they are in.
4.4.2

PRI.Q7: Do you understand the dematerialization practices
as a challenge or an opportunity for your business?

With this question, we seek to understand what the business world
feels about the market in terms of sustainability and dematerialization
practices. It seeks to understand if these attitudes are being well received
in the market or if there is still some barrier to practices.
Many of the solutions come from the idea of
consuming less, so it comes as an opportunity.
If I can reuse one thing, I dematerialize
another. If the site provides land and I can use it to do something, it is a
challenge that I transform into opportunity.
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I see it as an opportunity for
dematerialization. Because when you make
changes, you dematerialize, when you are a
mother you dematerialize, because you want to pass values to the children
and the next generations. You have to detach to dematerialize.
I see them as an opportunity but I also them
because there is a wonderful McKinsey report
on how many billions are going to be spent on
the shift between a kind of carbon-intensive and decarbonized economy,
we are talking about 38 billion in the next say three to five years,
companies spending on creating better practices that are, one could call
dematerialized, waste reduction, environmental strategies, and
sustainability sort of political strategies and things and that, there is a lot
that is happening in this field and if the businesses want to start, they
should really start from a replenisher sort of basis where they’re living in
harmony with nature from day one rather than having to change their
practices already starting on the wrong foot.
4.5

PUBLIC SECTOR PERCEPTIONS

The selected people are decision makers and participate to the
development of public policies. They are local, state and federal
representative contributing to the sustainable and dematerialization
practices. The interviewee’s position and their identification code are
represented in Frame 8 below. This section presents the two specific
questions to each sector.
Frame 8: Public Perceptions – Interviewees.
Interviewee’s Position
City councillor

Interviewee’s Identification Code
PUB.LOC.10

Superintendent

PUB.STA.11

Technologist

PUB.FED.12

Source: The author, 2018.
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4.5.1

PUB.Q6: How is the government thinking and planning
policy changes for environmental solutions?

This issue seeks to bring light to government actions regarding
public policies that encourage and stimulate practices of dematerialization
and sustainability by society and companies.
The government is very conservative, both
globally and nationally, which is reflected in
our practices. However, we have come to
make a counterpoint in order to inform that there is not only that narrative.
We are in a movement of resistance and resilience. Because we must resist
this retrograde and conservative period we are living to point to where we
want to go. In this period is the society that thinks it is infinite. Global
warming and climate change are not on the table of discussions, and this
is the fruit of the current political model, the geopolitical moment. We
exist to make this contrast, to raise the narrative of policies for payment
for urban environmental service, agroecology policies, organic valuation
and social participation.
I hardly see the environmental issue being a
priority of the government. There is a
secretariat that takes care of this issue, but it
is based on bureaucracy and licensing. What is the policy of this?
Intelligent mobility is something we have to have in every city, but I do
not see any kind of mobilization in that direction. There is no policy. The
environmental issue is not being treated as transversal. I introduced the
concept of matrix structure in the city hall. It has no watertight organ. All
are articulated, interconnected and collaborative. In order to try to change
the political vision, I always put myself in the mood for conversations,
free speech because my goal is to share knowledge, I feel happy sharing.
In a very reactive way, a lot of problems. We
have had a solid waste policy for some time
and its effectiveness is still very low. It is a
policy that prohibits dumps, we should encourage recycling, which the
producer has responsibility for disposal, but this is happening slowly and
slowly. So much so that the government has a policy framework to
somehow deal with this issue, it still does not know how to act. The
problem is serious and systemic. So I see that the government needs to
find new ways of working in partnership with other sectors of society to
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be able to address this issue effectively and not only in policymaking,
because often these policies are left in the law and they do not have seen
a practice. The government needs to open up more space for these
intersectoral dialogues, seek to foster experiences that can inspire models
to be disseminated. The main point is law enforcement. For example, if
solid waste law were taken literally, some of our problems would be
minimized. It is not only a lack of supervision, but it is also not possible
to think that the legal system is sufficient, it is necessary more, an
authoritarian role and of dialogue for the implementation of the policy. It
is no use creating a policy that does not have instruments of effectiveness.
Today we produce a material and convert it into GDP to understand
development, but it lacks accounting for the liabilities that are being
generated so that it takes into account not only the economic but also the
social and even cultural environmental elements that it carries. people do
not measure the consumption of materials, the emission of carbons, much
less the waste that impacts the chain, much less the costs of recovery and
recycling of these materials. So the government needs to look for
mechanisms to better measure physical production accounting and
stimulate dematerialization in areas that it knows it can act on. It can start,
for example, by making a mechanism for taxing chains that have a higher
impact and lowering chains that are regenerative. The government has
this role of giving direction to a sustainable transition path of low carbon
and dematerialization and circularity with this role of stimulating policies
of incentive and disincentive for a sustainable transition of the economy.
4.5.2

PUB.Q7: What public policies do you understand as
fundamental
to
dematerialization
and
conscious
consumption?

With this question, the interviewee could bring his experience as a
public server in the creation, maintenance and application of policies for
what he/she considers fundamental to guide society toward practices that
become cultural for dematerialization and sustainability.
What we are practicing is the promotion of
decentralized
agroecology,
waste
management and sanitary sewage, in the
valuation of the organic fraction as an agronomic view of fertilizer
transformation, in the policy of social participation to value the spaces of
participation in the construction of public policy, payment of
environmental service by those who are mitigating environmental
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impacts. This is so that these policies do not come only from the economic
sectors and that generates other theses in terms of economic development.
We are individualizing profit and dividing externalities, problems such as
garbage, agrochemicals, mobility and the emission of carbon dioxide. We
need to socialize.
It has to start from a political will. If there is
no such thing, it’s no use. I know because
when I was mayor, it was my political will
along with my team. We never made decisions alone. Every Tuesday we
met with the rest of the planning and we were people discussing ideas.
And every Friday we went to see what was happening there on the edge.
So, if you do not have it, it's no use, it’ political will. It has to start from
the governor, from the president, but within a line of which country
project we want. A conceptual line that lasts for several governments. It
is a policy of state and not of government.
To act in a national accounting and to show
the social, economic and environmental
impacts to the society and to show, based on
this evidence, that the government can adopt differentiated tax policies.
Also act in order to stimulate educational actions that promote the
reduction of consumption. When a society has a higher level of
consciousness, it will reject consumption of a product that interferes
negatively in any of the three dimensions. Another way is by setting an
example in public procurement, so that they are sustainable. Government
procurement needs to take into account elements of sustainability and
dematerialization. By example, of course. There is a whole framework of
legislation that can be implemented, but that depends essentially on a
political mentality that directs the country towards a more sustainable
path. Our culture is to spend a lot on remediation and little on prevention.
Because even though today there is a much more effective and legally
binding post-Kyoto agreement in Paris, politicians do not see it as a
current problem, but as the future. The however is that in the future it will
get much more difficult and expensive, and again it will be a remediation.
Today the opportunity we have is to conduct a transition process with a
systemic thinking that can have an understanding of all these interrelated
impacts in an effective way. Leadership for the political and
governmental issue is key.
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4.6

SECTION SUMMARY

The first five questions were asked for all 12 interviewees, for that
reason they are in the first section, called general questions. These 12
respondents are divided into four groups according to the sector they
represent: Academic, Community, Private, and Public. In these four
groups there is a representative for each level of performance: regional
(local for public sector), national (state for public sector) and international
(federal for public sector).
The questions in this chapter gradually guided the interviewee to
the comfort of a world they feel comfortable talking about, to express
their opinions and perceptions about sustainability, environment, daily
actions, cultural process, behaviour in society, consumption,
dematerialization and knowledge.
Also, we sought to understand the clarity of the interviewees
regarding human activity on the planet, where all action generates
consequences and our behavioural culture facing the environment has
negative impacts in the environmental as well as social and consequently
social.
The questions encouraged the interviewees to talk about their
concepts, beliefs and actions for dematerialization, as well as the way in
which dematerialization can be present in our daily life as a collective
experience.
Knowledge is fundamental to any change, be it individual or
collective. It was questioned whether the knowledge transmitted through
education is the reason why it becomes possible to reshape the cultural
process to reach a more dematerialized society.
For the exclusive questions of the academic sector, the goal was to
understand how the academy is helping the transition from society to a
more sustainable society supported by dematerialization and to clarify
what the obstacles are encountered by researchers so that society can
begin to act in according to the guidelines suggested by scholars.
For the exclusive questions to the Community sector, the objective
was to understand how the society is waiting for change to come from the
public and private sectors and what are the actions that, as a community,
the individual is taking to live with the principles of sustainability and
dematerialization within the traditional system.
For the exclusive questions to the Private sector, we sought to learn
how companies are applying sustainability and dematerialization
practices in their daily lives and whether these attitudes are being well
received in the market.
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Finally, for the exclusive questions in the Public sector, the
interviewees clarified how public policies are acting to guide society and
companies towards the best practices of sustainability and
dematerialization. In addition, the interviewee brought their experience to
list the main measures and public policies must be taken to make practices
become cultural for dematerialization and sustainability.
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5

POLICY GUIDELINES

For the preparation of this chapter, the thematic analysis described
in the methodology was used in order to group into themes what was
identified in the literature review and in the interviews. The themes were
systematically organized to provide information on the patterns of
meanings found by the author’s perception.
This chapter is the result of interpretation on literature review and
interviews. The interpretative model of the cultural process of
dematerialization for achieving sustainable outcomes in knowledge
societies appears in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12: Proposed dematerialization cultural process framework

Source: The author, 2018.

The model seeks to represent a spiral, where it starts from stage
zero and progresses to stage five, dematerialization. It instigates us to
think that this process is cyclical and sequential, where the first is the basis
of the second and the second is the consequence of the first. But it is not
a single, linear and static process. There are several dynamic actions that
happen simultaneously in space-time.
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Each stage is composed of specific characteristics, which are
represented as belonging to the spheres and will also be explained later.
The model resulting from this systematization was a combination
of the four themes resulting from the literature review and the eighteen
thematic issues found in the interviews. Frames 9 and 10 present the
respective themes. A colour scheme will be used in the themes according
to the colour of levels in the Proposed Model.
As shown in Chapter 3, four themes were identified in the literature
review:
Frame 9: Literature review themes

Themes from literature review
1

Knowledge + information

+ WIN

2

Cultural process

3

Society behaviour + economy (industries, services,
technologies, and strategies)

4

Environmental outcomes

Source: The author, 2018.

In turn, themes found in the interviews are the following 18:
Frame 10: Interviews’ themes

Themes from interviews
1

Knowledge atmosphere

2

WIN

3

Consciousness; Sense of responsibility on externalities
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4

Social metabolism

5

Regulatory framework

6

Economy

7

Technology

8

Society behaviour

9

Awareness

10

Experimentation

11

Value

12

Sense of belonging to nature and the collective

13

Well-being

14

Arts

15

Knowledge Society

16

Dematerialization as society transformer

17

Alternative education

18

Knowledge about the product/service cycle

Source: The author, 2018.

The proposed dematerialization cultural process framework
follows the exposition below and its spheres will be explained in order of
appearance, as stages from 0 to 5.
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5.1

STAGE 0: Personal motivation

Stage zero begins with personal motivation. Personal motivation is
composed of three elements: wishes, interests and needs.
There are two situations to fully reach the next stage, stage 1: either
the individual is motivated because she has wishes, interests and/or needs
and seeks the knowledge she needs to execute the plan that motivates her,
or she has a certain prior knowledge, but still needs to find a motivation
to use that knowledge in her day-to-day life.
What has been perceived is that there is no way to achieve
sustainable practices of dematerialization without the individual feeling
engaged in it. It is a force that must spring from within each being, and
this moment is unique and special.
Knowledge may be around us, but if we do not feel that knowledge
is part of our being, we do not absorb it, we do not drink from its source.
In fact, the more knowledge about issues such as sustainability,
dematerialization and knowledge society pervade the individual, the more
likely it will be to awaken them, to bring motivation for adopting such
practices.
Wish, interest and need are complementary, but having only one is
enough to begin the process.
5.1.1

Stage 0.1: Wishes

Wish can be defined as a will to want something for oneself. This
something can be physical or it can be an experience, a sensation, a
feeling. Wish is a driving force to achieve this.
When the individual wants to be responsible for their actions and
choices, when he wants his choices to represent his being, he begins to
seek information and knowledge to reach his goal.
5.1.2

Stage 0.2: Interests

Interest is something that catches our attention. When we are
interested, we stop to observe, analyse, and process the information we
collect from our observations.
Interest is a pause. We wake up to something we feel is important,
or useful, or that brings some benefit to us, and we stop to absorb this new
concept. If we think that it is interesting to us, that it is aligned with our
concepts and values, we come to seek more information and knowledge
of interest.
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5.1.3

Stage 0.3: Needs

Necessity is that which cannot be avoided. It is something that
becomes indispensable for many reasons. In the case in question, it may
be the need for the survival of the human species when it comes to
meeting the planet’s climate change. It may also be the need to put into
practice your wish: the wish has become greater than the being itself and
needs to be executed.
It may also be a monetary need, where the individual sees the
sustainable practices of dematerialization as a business opportunity. Or it
may be the need for a social upheaval in the community where the
individual lives.
The need calls for action and for the quest for knowledge about
what is being needed for action.
5.2

STAGE 1: Knowledge atmosphere

The knowledge atmosphere is conceptualized by the sensation,
perception, cognition and competence of knowledge. It is named
atmosphere because it permeates and belongs to the individual in all her
daily processes.
Being in a knowledge atmosphere of environmental, economic and
social sustainability is essential for the individual to adopt sustainable
practices of dematerialization in her daily life. But for this to happen, she
must have the need, the wish, and/or the interest to support their daily
motivation and engagement.
Knowledge is essential when focused on action. When the
individual receives different knowledge of what she usually does in their
life, a first reaction may be to be paralyzed by the fact that she does not
know exactly what to do in return.
Education can contribute when it is part of a strategy of
mobilization, engagement, and action. In addition to immersing the adult
individual in this atmosphere of knowledge, it is necessary to educate the
children. Children are the vector of change, and a strategy to be adopted
is ecological literacy.
Ecological literacy must place society back into nature, being part
of a larger whole. Society needs to understand that it is part of nature and
nature has a slightly spherical shape and blue colour, called Planet Earth,
floating in a space hostile to terrestrial life. In short, it has a limit, it is
finite. It is an educational campaign with immersion experiences where
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one observes and learns with nature, whose chains are interconnected and
feeds it back.
Ecological literacy comes to bring light to the new proposed time
period called the Anthropocene and is characterized by the impact of
human action on the planet composed of complex problems of
unprecedented magnitude, putting our existence at risk. The very notion
of sustainability is characteristic of this era.
Ecological literacy must be interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary and
playful. It must provide room for creative and motor development,
working the capabilities. It must study the psychological processes of the
relation of the human being with the objects. It must educate so that each
person takes responsibility for the externalities their choices generate. It
should stimulate the internal questioning so that the human being evolves
through the study of their acts and feelings.
Because of this understanding that in nature there is no residue or
waste and all cycles interconnect and generate product for others,
communities are motivated to become involved in understanding the
supply of their own chains composed of products and services for their
consumption. And so, this recognition of our species along with the other
forms of life and kingdoms acquires value. The individual feels familiar
and this process begins to make sense to him.
The individual increases their power of knowledge, the community
improves, and society moves towards sustainability.
5.2.1

Stage 1.1: Sensation

Sensation is the first response when knowledge reaches the
individual. It may even be considered an instinctive, or punctual,
knowledge. More specifically, it is when the individual receives a data.
The data in question could be + 4 °.
This data generates a stimulus in the individual, it reacts producing
a sensation in response to that stimulus. This reaction is perception.
5.2.2

Stage 1.2: Perception

Perception happens when an understanding of the context is added
to data, and this sensation is transformed into perception and data into
information.
Information is a level of understanding of the context where the
individual’s abilities provide the understanding of relationships, leading
to the production of perception by the individual.
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The information in question here would be + 4°C. At that moment,
the individual already realizes that the information context is about
temperature information.
5.2.3

Stage 1.3: Cognition

Cognition is the process of acquiring knowledge. Thus,
information was added to a new understanding and it became knowledge.
Knowledge is a level of understanding where the rules of context
provide an understanding of the patterns, leading to the production of
cognition on the part of the individual.
The knowledge in question here would be the fact that the
individual already has the cognition on the context of knowledge that
there is a rise in temperature.
5.2.4

Stage 1.4 Competence

Competence comes as the sum of knowledge that generates
consciousness. Another understanding was added to the knowledge,
which brought the individual to consciousness about the context.
Consciousness is a level of understanding of concepts where
comprehending the principles of context provides the competence for
individual’s action, an acquired capacity the individual possesses to
express or act upon a value judgment about something.
The competence in question would be the individual acting on the
fact that +4°C is the estimated average temperature increase in the planet
due to global warming.
5.3

STAGE 2: Personal consciousness

Consciousness is born in the individual as a result of the
intersection between the atmosphere of knowledge to WIN. It is when the
individual awakens, when they feel and perceive what goes on around
them and seek the reasons. It is when they take a sense of responsibility
for their choices and consequences for themselves.
It is noticed that the problems previously listed by literature review
and the interviewees’ speech are due to the lack of individual awareness
and it consequently affects the other levels in community, in
organizations and in governments. Neither level takes responsibility for
the consequences of its consumption.
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In fact, humanity is witnessing a surprising evolution of
innovations, and our consciousness is not keeping pace with how things
change. We are failing to grasp these consequences in time to stop the
activity before a profound impact. It is perceived that in a global way,
both society and government and business are not debating the finiteness
of our natural resources.
With the knowledge of the effect of our actions on the
environment, we acquire a perception of global level and naturally
approach nature and create this culture of awareness, this search for
learning where it comes from, where it goes and why. The path of
education and consumer awareness is one of the main tools.
At this level it is possible and necessary to generate social debates
to explore different possibilities about this anthropocentric problem and
to integrate it into the daily actions of our lives. Taking responsibility for
it, we can adopt small gestures that impact on the emotional condition of
those who perform them.
Usually, the natural process is that when the individual awakens
for the fact that what is around them is part of themselves, their selfknowledge improves. They begin to unlink their qualities and potentials
from the objects they possess. They begin to reject waste simply because
this behaviour is no longer part of their being.
So instead of only material objects (manifestations of matter and
energy generating sensory registers), also the perception of these objects
as the emotions and their psychological elaborations, come to dominate
the daily life.
5.3.1

Stage 2.1 Awareness

Awareness is very important for the cultural process of
dematerialization because deeper feelings arise regarding the current
behaviour of society as to the impact we cause.
One technique of awareness is the use of emotional triggers – as
the advertising industry has been doing to boost brands. The use of
triggers impacts psychologically and can lead to cultural change. When it
comes to behaviour change, engaging the citizen is key to making him
feel part of the process and feel that the effort they will make to change
their lifestyles will actually have a positive impact. This encourages
people to create identification with sustainable dematerialization
practices.
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5.3.2

Stage 2.2: Experimentation

We can sensitize by the approximation of the effect, where the
experience with the approximation of the effect changes the attitude.
Experience makes people change, generates self-responsibility with the
process, experimenting first-hand with what their behaviour causes.
Thus, experiences as collaborative dynamics makes their
facilitators, who are the critical mass of society, engage people so that
these sustainable practices of dematerialization gain scale and are inserted
in the daily life of the collective. Repeated experience can generate a
cultural process.
One of the immersive formalities of obtaining knowledge is with
the exchange of knowledge in all senses: listening, seeing, touching,
savouring and smelling, feeling. This causes a disturbance in the emitter
and receiver systems. Knowledge must be experienced. With
experimentation, there is familiarization and, in this way, a valuable asset.
From information to knowledge to consciousness, value must be added.
Every human system follows what it values.
5.3.3

Stage 2.3: Sense of belonging

It is noticed that people have difficulty to deal with something that
does not reach them. And that is why programs for environmental
education and approach to nature play a fundamental role. We feel
belonging to the nature when we recognize ourselves in it.
Human experience must have a place where its knowledge
resources of are valued and its development conducted. The human being
must be understood in a society that exists in nature and feel belonging to
it. As a result, cities should emphasize the cultural process of
dematerialization instead of processes that lead to the exploitation of
natural resources. It is necessary to disseminate urban gentleness as a
sustainable practice.
In order to have this integration, it is necessary to stop delimiting
a space destined to nature and another space to the human being. They
need to live in synergy. A good contribution to this is that every individual
must generate resources. Planting a tree generates air, microclimate,
landscape, fruit and biodiversity.
For this reason, we need to promote sustainable livelihoods in all
types of human communities, such as giving importance to reuse, organic
composting, treating water and sewage in a decentralized and local way,
stimulating agroecology. Societies can only maintain their prosperity
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when economic and social objectives are fully integrated with
environmental objectives.
It is important to analyse the individual’s identification with the
environment, with what they consider theirs, with what they become
familiar and empathetic. It is necessary to disclose psychological analysis
of how people interact with goods and services so that they can separate
their personality attributions from the acquisition of consumer goods and
can choose products that represent them on the awareness of their origin
and destination.
5.3.4

Stage 2.4 Value

In the metabolism between society and nature, there is a difference
between value and wealth. Value is attributed to human intervention,
either for the time spent working for the production of goods and services,
or for the mental effort invested in the production of goods and services.
You must add value to the data for the change to occur.
From the incorporation of the value of the atmosphere of
knowledge about sustainability and ecological literacy, the individual
becomes aware – they know they exist. It is an evolved knowledge
because it is already embedded and now they can begin to act wiser. This
awareness can also be called self-knowledge. Self-knowledge simplifies
our existence and generates respect for ourselves and for others.
Our impact on the planet has a physical and psychological
consequence. Disseminating what dematerialization means, at the cultural
level, generates value for more dematerialized practices. Perception of
value defines the cultural transformation of any subject.
Re-presenting society’s value structure and how they share and
match makes dematerialization practices meaningful to people; valuing
in the importance of changing your practices – feeling like you belong to
something to give it more value.
Sharing changes, the notion of ownership – we have experiences.
The benefit must be socialized and the externalities must be the
responsibility of those who generate them. Hence the importance in also
focusing on producing resources at the individual level.
The action in society happens when you choose what you buy, the
energy you use, how to get around. The knowledge society enables the
construction of alternative models for understanding the value and
confrontation of ethical and political implications. Therefore, it is
necessary to question the cultural values of society.
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5.4

STAGE 3: Social metabolism

Social metabolism is based on environmental, economic and social
sustainability and is the result of the flows of matter and energy of the
interaction between nature-society and society-society, as well as the
cultural practices that people adopt in each process. Thus, sustainability
is a socioecological tribute that arises through the interpretation of a
society with its natural environment.
For an update on the calculation of flows of matter and energy, not
only the social consequences must be taken into account, but also
environmental assets such as biodiversity, which are endangered for the
cultural maintenance of today's society.
The changes caused by the social metabolism in ecosystems must
be soft and happen on a scale of time and volume that nature is able to
support the demands but not threatening to the well-being of society or
even the survival of the human species itself. Everyone should have equal
rights of access to environmental services, without violating the planet’s
load capacities.
Cities are the cluster of the collective, and the identity of local
nature must be maintained with the humanistic conception of urban
planning, looking at the best practices around the world but customizing
them to each city. The city needs to support the collective because the
collective adheres to and expands these sustainable practices of
dematerialization.
Consumption is a cultural practice that is within the social
metabolism and today is associated with personal fulfilment. To manage
the metabolism of the material that society demands, and then carry out
dematerialization, understanding the relationship between the use of
materials and economic growth is essential.
In order for consumption to be sustainable, in addition to consumer
knowledge, information and awareness, the means of production must
also be adequate so there is supply, where the consumer can consciously
make his choice. Thus, a balance between consumer practices and
production results in a more sustainable and more responsible lifestyle.
Thus, environmental performance indicators need to analyse
material flows in an interdisciplinary way, providing a powerful tool
when knowledge-based development aligns with sustainability. This
generates knowledge about the consequence of consumption and
awareness to choose what to consume.
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The most effective pressure comes from society, since it is the one
that pressures for a more concrete change. True freedom of consumption
is what shapes the market and the government.
5.4.1

Stage 3.1: Societal behaviour

Daily practices are guided by the principle of entropy, which
generates disorder in the construction of order – that is, our choices
always have some level of impact. Consumption impacts the environment
and as a consequence has a psychological (behavioural) and physical
impact (can be measured). This consequence of society’s behaviour
depreciates and generates expenses for society itself, such as a
boomerang.
The human use of materials is one of the main drivers of global
environmental change. The links between the use of materials and
economic development are central to the challenge of dissociating
material use and economic growth (dematerialization). Instead of buying
products, people will pay to use them. Then, because production is
directly converted into public and private consumption, solutions must
also be concentrated on the cultural aspect of dematerialization as
opposed to the behaviour that today’s society is based on.
Every human being has wishes, interests and needs. These three
elements guide our daily choices and our quest for information and
knowledge. When the knowledge and information we possess connect
with our wishes, interests and needs, the cultural process emerges. It will
guide our social behaviour, the economy and our environmental results.
With the advent of knowledge-based development, another
perspective has emerged: it is better to consume less. The concept that
takes the place of the consumer in the knowledge society is the prosumer.
It contributes and produces cyclically.
It acts in several initiatives bringing together the
multidimensionality of social knowledge, such as sharing economy,
social entrepreneurship and innovation, open negotiation, green growth,
collaborative consumption, minimalist movements, reuse, DIY (do it
yourself), customization, local production, crafts and many others.
This perspective is not based on the benefits of monetary gain, but
on personal development and evolution, and on a greater planetary
consciousness that is integral with the nature that surrounds us.
In the knowledge society, the importance of the individuals’ wellbeing is vital. For this reason, dematerialization in the knowledge society
enters not only in the reduction of the volume of input and output
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materials, but also the minimization of the individual property of
materials, where the emphasis is placed on obtaining experiences instead
of acquiring objects. Thus, one has more value and less mass.
Although a certain level of consumption is necessary to meet basic
and certain higher order needs, such as social identity and status,
increasing material consumption does not produce greater satisfaction and
may even increase dissatisfaction with life. The option to reduce material
consumption can be motivated by the wish to increase satisfaction with
life and to reduce the impact on the planet of recurrent consumer
practices. There is awareness of ecological responsibility, social
responsibility and support to the local community. These practices seem
to develop the feeling of compassion and fulfilment to and with nature
and people.
As the headquarters of these actions, cities need to be selfsustaining, compact, with local production and economy. This attributes
resilience to the city and quality of life. This concept allied with
technology can change people’s lives and behaviour.
The artistic world seems to be one step ahead of more
dematerialized practices. Dematerialization is entering through the arts,
music, culture and technology. For this reason, for the rise of the
knowledge society with sustainable practices of dematerialization, we
need to be more thinkers, creative, artistic, cognitive, sensorial and
sensitive. It is necessary that new symbols emerge, with the resurgence of
creativity in individuals.
Art comes as an ally to dematerialization since art itself has as its
mission to make its recipients to question themselves. Artistic education
encourages one to think the unthinkable; to behave in a different way than
society narrow-mindedly behaves. It brings the rethinking of practices
that are rooted in the culture of a society. Dematerialization has this
meaning exactly, requiring rethinking and behavioural change of
individuals, in order to think more openly and find new and integrative
solutions.
5.4.2

Stage 3.2: Regulatory framework

The role of the regulatory framework is to regulate flows within
the economic system, promoting equity in the social and environmental
system. This creates favourable conditions for sustainable
dematerialization practices. An interesting measure that can be taken
immediately is the regulation for the dissemination of information
regarding the origin, processing and disposal of materials.
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Sustainability should be addressed in the extraction of materials,
but also during production so that policies stimulate the environmental
objectives allied with the economy. Thus, a policy based on
dematerialization can lead people to change their culture and become
more concerned about the final destination of products.
Also, it is thought that the taxation of virgin materials and energies
from non-renewable sources can stimulate reuse and circularity of
materials on production lines, as well as the promotion of solutions that
produce low carbon emissions and regional and circular-focused
movements. With this, the industries should rethink their production and
be fined if there are leftovers in their system. They should be encouraged
by the regulatory framework to reincorporate their waste into their
production system or incorporate it into another productive system.
Countries with weak regulatory framework set precedents for other
countries with more restricted environmental policies to import
sustainability, stimulating the degradation of natural resources for their
own benefit. The regulatory framework should provide the basis for the
productive sector to make this transition.
Afterwards, some prohibitions should be imposed, such as for the
production of an input that generates an environmental problem.
Academia must work together with the public sector to provide
information and analysis of toxic and polluting inputs. The legislative
should, on the other hand, favour the environmentally preferable
substitute. Instantly, it is expected an economic and social impact, but
immediately it will also open space for an alternative chain to develop,
benefiting not only the social and the economic, but also the
environmental.
The role of the public sector is also fundamental in stimulating the
dematerialization agenda in a more palatable way, mobilizing more
citizens through communication campaigns and through engagement with
civil society organizations.
The culture of active community participation in regulatory
activities should be encouraged. The association of the individual with
politics creates a conscious collective. Dematerialization is an ethicalpolitical theme in a culture of value, with the creation of codes of conduct.
The government itself has to act in order to set an example.
Government procurements need to consider elements of sustainability
and dematerialization.
Greater efficiency of natural resources results in greater wealth for
society and, consequently, a higher GDP. Yet, since the government
encourages dematerialization, tax policies may guide the use of
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technology and knowledge rather than materials. And, from the economic
point of view, safe access to natural resources is essential for industrial
competitiveness and consequently social economic sustainability. As a
result, renewable resources including human knowledge would no longer
be taxed, or that taxation would be through incentives for knowledge
economy and sustainable dematerialization practices.
The government itself plays an essential role in organizing the
basis for a productive system to function properly – by providing the
appropriate incentives or regulations for the productive sector to have the
incentive to change and make this transition.
5.4.3

Stage 3.3: Alternative economy

On the basis of the knowledge economy one can understand the
positive and negative implications of the human being’s action on the
environment.
Economic science is based on the questioning philosophy about the
behaviour of human beings that impels in the collective environment,
establishing the behaviour in the society. Economic systems are based on
hypotheses about human nature pertaining to behavioural science.
The new economy – the alternative economies based on the
knowledge economy – comes to change the way we understand economic
activity and behaviour. We need to understand the logic of economic
growth, consumption, flows, and materials cycle. Our choices are related
to our purchasing power and the purchasing power is not the same to
everyone: the system conditions for each individual determine consumer
behaviour.
We produce superfluous items and those of basic need are poorly
distributed. It is necessary to dematerialize the wish and consequently the
industry and the economy. The dematerialization of the economy is the
decoupling of the economic indicators of a country with its flows of
matter and energy. Today the economy is also moved by non-physical
activities, such as the generation of digital arts.
The dematerialization of the economy has been happening
because we are sharing, reducing and digitizing. Thus, dematerialization
can be seen and adopted as the link between the variation in the economic
manifestations of the volumes of materials processed globally and the
ways of living and understanding the cultural process in which matter
yields the main role to information.
This economic awareness comes from the junction of ecological
consciousness with alternative economies and the sum of this economic
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awareness with the study of the psychology of human behaviour leads to
the reduction of environmental impact.
It is necessary to encourage business growth so that they are born
in harmony with nature.
5.4.4

Stage 3.4: Appropriate technology

Technology has shown us that it is no longer just about extracting
materials, mining materials, refining materials, composing materials,
burning materials, transporting materials. The advance of modern society
today was to pile up information rather than heavy materials. The more
complex technologies are light and less and less material intensive.
Technology – and the constant development of new technologies
– in the knowledge society is an ally to reducing environmental impact
and/or promoting a positive environmental impact.
Technology provides information and generates data so that it can
be analysed and result in knowledge about the origin, processing, and
generation of waste of a product or service. It encourages the creation of
digital structures that allow for more sharing, stimulating the service
market. The result is greater satisfaction and well-being enjoyed by
individuals through the use of goods that can be traded through the
markets. Services appear to be less material than goods, and therefore
they are expected to use fewer resources.
Companies are seeing in technology, coupled with renewable
energy, a way to cheapen their processes. Not far away, companies will
be held accountable for their environmental externalities. Therefore,
technology will increase productivity and efficiency in the use of
renewable energies and natural resources, especially in meeting human
needs such as food, energy, clothing, buildings, health, transportation and
communication.
Technology and artificial intelligence are allied to
dematerialization, and therefore there must soon be a re-reading of human
values. The study of advanced materials and technological uniqueness is
the changing air of human life.
5.5

STAGE 4: Ethics of life cycle

It seems obvious that the shift to sustainable practices of
dematerialization will occur when the consumer is aware of the cycle of
the product and/or service they are choosing to consume.
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This knowledge comes through tracking the entire cycle of
products and services. Technology should serve as an ally in capturing
and sharing data on the origin, processing, workers involved, and
externalities generated.
Dematerialization leads industry and society as a whole to care
more about the ultimate fate of their fabricated items. It suggests new
environmental design criteria and a new generation of sophisticated
materials research. Knowledge has to focus on the development model,
on the decision of the entrepreneur when creating a product or service so
that it is adapted to a cyclical chain.
Thus, alternative economics can be a closed-loop economy,
achieving sustainability. In a sustainable economy, manufacturing,
resources, extraction, and waste management must be considered
together. Manufacturing is integrated into the economic process in order
to meet the human and environmental needs of the society which is part,
with the lowest possible consumption of resources. The optimization of
the total lifespan of products reduces the depletion of natural resources
and, consequently, the waste. The longer use of products will thus
contribute to the transition to a sustainable society.
For reuse to be effective, there must be demand for these goods,
and therefore rethinking the entire production strategy. Production in an
alternative economy contributes to the qualitative richness in which all
products and by-products should be useful in a closed cycle, with more
reuse than recycling to minimize energy and resource spending. These
actions should and must be voluntary on the part of the industries, but if
they are not, policies should be established to increase the responsibility
of those who manufacture and those who consume.
With a systemic view by the city management, spreading the
calculations of social metabolism also a strategy. To show the population
the analysis of the inflows and outflows of matter and energy of their city
expresses the impact that society generates and what can be improved to
be sustainable in environmental, social and economic level. It is necessary
to show the alternatives to society. Recognizing the system from where
matter and energy, with the waste as by-product, circulate within the
economic and social sphere brings an effective result of the environmental
sphere.
In principle, any reduction in the use of primary materials reduces
the depletion of natural resources as well as the residual and polluting
results. The implementation of these strategies can be stimulated by a
change of ownership of the product by the consumer for the sharing and
leasing, encouraging the manufacturer to always improve their product,
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reaching the long life, closed cycles and with open information for the
consumer of all related processes.
5.5.1

Stage 4.1: Production

Origin of the material, processing, workers involved, new
environmental design criteria, sophisticated materials research,
everything must be considered at the moment of creating a product or
service for that be adapted to a cyclical chain.
The source of the materials needed for a product or service must
be tracked. The techniques of extraction of said material must be
happening in a sustainable way, that is, obeying the environmental and
social requirements of the place where it is. Partner actions must be taken
by the extractive company to raise the level of education of that
community, as well as incentives for housing, sanitation, health and
leisure. Environmental actions should be promoted to preserve the
extraction site. In addition, an environmental compensation for
reforestation should be promoted in the community.
In related industries this material will go through during its
refinement and manufacture, it must meet the same assumptions cited
above: environmental sustainability of the place where it is located and
social sustainability to the people who work in their industries and the
families that depend on this economic activity.
Production must be cyclical, where reuse materials must be reincorporated into the chain or sent to the other chain of production. At
that time, we must prevent the reused material from being downcycled. It
needs to go back to the chain with the same value it had when it was first
used. For this, the design of production of products and services needs to
be attentive to this premise. The material should always be considered as
upcycled.
5.5.2

Stage 4.2: Consumption

People need to seek information to understand where the products
and services they choose to consume come from.
It is known that is very difficult for consumers to identify and track
how the product was produced. The information the products bring on the
label does not meet this need. That is why it is important to strengthen the
role of the productive sector so that responsibility falls exclusively in the
hands of the consumer. The means of production need to offer products
and services that are in fact more responsible and more sustainable.
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Production and consumption must work together to incorporate the
responsibilities they generate. The act of consuming needs to be rethought
in order for it to represent, in a conscious way, the values the individual
wishes to represent as their own. Sustainability should be employed at all
times of the individual’s action. Rethinking the whys of consumption,
where it comes from and where it will go will result in a strong positive
impact both from the origin of the product and its “discarding” –
rethinking and creating a new concept for that term. In this work, discard
will be replaced by the word reincorporation.
5.5.3

Stage 4.3: Reincorporation

Reincorporation refers to the reintroduction into systems of what
was previously defined as discarded. The reincorporation takes into
account the externalities generated throughout the product cycle and
encourages the extension of its useful life.
The system is inefficient if it generates waste. In order to solve this
calculation, the productive chains must rethink their process in order not
to have leftovers and, if there are, that by-product must be reincorporated
or incorporated in another system. This productive chain of reuse must be
designed, and such responsibility in the economy would result in new
levels of quality and innovation associated with adaptability and
durability, adding value to it. When there is value added in the waste,
people are motivated for sustainability.
5.6

STAGE 5: Dematerialization

It is necessary to teach to think, to understand and to research
dematerialization. Knowing how we can adopt more dematerialized
practices and what kind of impact it has on the economic, social and
environmental dimension; producing knowledge and disseminating it;
and most importantly, to bring the results to society.
Knowledge of the origin of how society works enables citizens to
understand their possibilities, their space, their rights and their duties.
Knowledge is built from comprehending the context, developing
meaning. To evaluate, judge and decide through meanings created by the
mind and the society is what characterizes the human being. History
demonstrates the remarkable ability of societies to learn how to better
produce goods and services.
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So, what we need is a deep cultural transformation of the entire
value system as a precondition for meeting the challenges of a
reinterpretation of the human being on the planet.
We are in the transition from the current society to a society of
knowledge, supported by alternative economies and with the
predominance of services less material-intensive. We are enhancing and
developing integrative sustainability indicators that will be used in policy
formulation and monitoring. These policies should be welcomed by a
society that calls for a better quality of life together with nature and with
more humane and fair values.
Dematerialization and waste reduction are the result of systems of
interaction between people and technologies. It seems that society is at
the stage of sufficient technical and cultural knowledge for the
transformation to a deeply green planet. Reducing pollution levels is
considered a prerequisite, regardless of its relationship to the regeneration
capacity of the environment.
5.6.1

Stage 5.1: Knowledge society

The disruptive consequences of the transition from industrial to
knowledge-based societies lead to a major shift in ideas, values, attitudes,
and behaviours, in which alternative economic practices and mentalities
are emerging around the world. The environment of the knowledge
society must attract, develop, capitalize and retain knowledge factors.
This is the basis on which the knowledge economy raises the global
competitiveness of its local systems.
Various types of knowledge, cognition, sensibility, representation
and transmission are mechanisms that increase with the knowledge
society. The solution to the Anthropocene (and consequent continuation
of the human species) lies in the knowledge society. In the knowledge
society, knowledge-driven development motivates all citizens.
A knowledge society values collaboration between economies;
promotes knowledge sharing; has goals for the collective well-being of
society as a whole and education to foster the economy.
In the knowledge society there is the political will for the transition
to sustainable practices of dematerialization in a conceptual line that will
last for several governments, being a state policy. Government in the
knowledge society must find new ways of acting, in partnership with
other sectors of society, in order to tackle this issue in an effective way,
opening space for intersectoral dialogues leading to sustainable outcomes.
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5.6.2

Stage 5.2: Sustainable outcomes

The sustainable and knowledge-based society must establish and
achieve dematerialization principles that provide for the conservation of
biodiversity. The sustainability of dematerialization must incorporate the
many knowledges it demands. It needs to be transversal.
The balance between the human being and the natural environment
is the intelligent use of the resources of the planet and this intelligent use
is when of the use of materials for noble applications and the use of the
technology when the momentary use.
Thinking altruistically, we should leave to those who will be born
on this planet at least the same comfort that we are having with the
materials nature gives us. It is perceived that sustainable outcomes arise
from the sustainability of human behaviour itself, where there is
awareness of the true cost of our goods.
In addition, the greatest advances of mankind are concentrated
information and no more weight and volume of materials. There is a new
understanding of the relationship between knowledge and value that
describes the evolution of non-physical symbols of the cultural
foundations of our society.
Thus, tools for dematerialization, decarbonisation, decoupling, and
the management of natural resources are the sustainable outcomes
considered as a central pillar for the development of nations.
The natural environment must be recognized as the nursery and the
indispensable basis for the survival of human civilization and treated as a
reverend sanctuary.
5.6.3

Stage 5.3: Cultural process

Dematerialization can be seen and adopted as the link between the
variation in the economic manifestations of the volumes of globally
processed materials and the ways of living and understanding the cultural
process in which matter yields the main role to information.
Dematerialization is an itinerant philosophical school and is linked
to existential values and lifestyle.
The lifestyle change comes a lot with the rethinking of
consumption. Rethinking to what extent you need everything you think
you need. It is a choice about our activities, the type of transportation we
use, what foods we consume, where they come from, what the packaging
of these foods is, and this is gaining scale for life as a whole.
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When individuals change their lifestyle, their circles of friends and
family internalize some information and some types of knowledge and
these individuals end up being vehicles of information and example.
And so, the sustainable collective based on more dematerialized
practices is built, acquiring the example of several individuals who chose
to do differently. Epigenetics3 shows how people really can be nurtured
by the environment in which they are inserted. Dematerialization brings
a sensorial and instrumental record of the representation and
interpretation of objects instead of their possession.
5.7

SECTION SUMMARY

The summary of this section is a succinct explanation about the
proposed dematerialization cultural process framework.
Stage zero begins with personal motivation since the individual
needs this inner strength to act toward the more sustainable practices of
dematerialization. Personal motivation is composed of three elements:
wishes (which can be defined as a willingness to want something for
oneself), interests (which is thought to be important, or useful, or that
brings some advantage to us) and needs (which highlights the search for
knowledge about what is necessary for action).
Stage 1 is the atmosphere of knowledge which permeates and
belongs to the individual in all their daily processes and is composed of
sensation (which is the first response when a data reaches the individual),
perception (which is the information that leads the individual to have a
perception), cognition (which is the knowledge that provides an
understanding of the patterns) and competence (which is the individual’s
awareness of a context that leads him/her to act competently).
Stage 2 is the consciousness born in the individual when he/she
awakens, when he/she feels and perceives what happens around him/her
and looks for the reasons. That is when they take responsibility for their
choices. It is composed of awareness (emotional triggers psychologically
affecting and potentially leading to cultural changes), experimentation
(experience with approaching effect changes attitude), sense of belonging
(we feel belonging to nature as we recognize ourselves in it) and value
(disseminating the meaning of dematerialization acquires value for more
dematerialized practices).
3

There is scientific evidence showing that habits of life and the social
environment in which a person is inserted can modify the functioning of their
genes (FANTAPPIÉ, 2013).
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Stage 3 is social metabolism based on environmental, economic
and social sustainability and is the result of the flows of matter and energy
of the interaction between nature-society and society-society, as well as
the cultural practices that people adopt in each process. It is composed of
social behaviour (when interaction of knowledge with WIN regulates our
daily practices, shaping social behaviour), the regulatory framework
(regulating flows within the economic system, promoting equity in the
social and environmental system), alternative economy (understanding
the logic of economic growth, consumption, flows and materials cycle),
and appropriate technology (the study of advanced materials and
technological uniqueness are the drivers of human life change).
Stage 4 is the life cycle ethics, where the consumer must be aware
of the product cycle and/or service he/she chooses to consume. It consists
of production (origin of the material, processing, workers involved, new
environmental design criteria, sophisticated materials research, cyclical
chain), consumption (seeking information to understand where the
products and services to be consumed come from), reincorporation
(considers the externalities generated throughout the product cycle and
encourages the extension of its lifespan).
And the last and fifth stage is that of dematerialization, which
involves knowing how to adopt more dematerialized practices and
producing knowledge and disseminating it, bringing the results to society
in the form of sustainability. It is composed of the knowledge society (it
values collaboration between economies, promotes knowledge sharing,
has goals for collective well-being and education of society), sustainable
outcomes (conservation of biodiversity with the balance between humans
and the natural environment with the intelligent use of the resources of
the planet) and the cultural process (dematerialization is an itinerant
philosophical school and is linked to existential values and lifestyles).
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6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This chapter is organized in two parts. The first one takes up the
research question and the objectives regarding the implications of this
study, and together, my experience as a researcher on the theme chosen.
And the second part indicates the delimitation of the work and proposals
for future studies.
6.1

STUDY IMPLICATIONS

When this study began, it was not expected to go so far as to
propose a framework. It came about because during the interviewees’
speech, literature review and my interpretation of the first two, some
categories and themes emerged, and in a natural way they seemed to fit
into levels that led to a more dematerialized lifestyle in a society that, by
adopting this lifestyle, will naturally find itself facing the knowledge
society.
My limitation was to graphically depict these levels in a dynamic
and cyclical way. My goal is not to make a limitation where one step must
be taken at a time, because in practical terms, societies wishing to adopt
a more dematerialized lifestyle may have already reached higher levels
and need to focus on grassroots, or have reached interim levels.
The idea is that the framework is navigable, dynamic and cyclical,
such as the theory of hyperlinks - that is, users can enter the framework
levels whose qualities they want to develop, and then navigate to another
level until all of them are achieved.
This framework can be applied for personal use in individual
development, where the person uses his or her internal questioning
regarding their daily practices; or can be applied in a community /
organization. In the latter case, it is necessary to use a metric for mapping
in this community, to measure how much the community has already
developed in that item and sub items, and how much it still needs to
develop.
This framework is, above all, an induction framework: it induces
the individual or the community, or the organization, to seek
improvement at the levels they deem necessary to improve. It does not
require a standard to be followed, but it does induce the search for
practices that lead to a more dematerialized culture.
Thus, this study sought to answer the question ‘How can
knowledge societies adopt a dematerialized lifestyle?’, which was
answered with the elaboration of the proposed dematerialization cultural
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process framework represented in Figure 12 and which came from the
literature review, the interviewees and the beliefs acquired with my life
experience and observations.
The general objective that was ‘developing a sound understanding
in the cultural process of dematerialization, in order to adopt sustainable
practices in knowledge societies’, also reached with the adoption of the
proposed dematerialization cultural process framework.
The success of having achieved the general goal and answering the
research question was thanks to the specific objectives. The first specific
objective was ‘to investigate specifics of the cultural process of
dematerialization in theory and practice’, which was reached in the
second chapter of this paper, the literature review, and evidenced in the
third chapter with Figures 9, 10 and 11 which guided the creation of
interview questions. This first goal guided me in a dip in literature, in
order to seek as much as I could about the cultural process of
dematerialization. There has not been a day since I felt the call to research
this topic that I have not read, observed, thought, formulated ideas and
tested theories. I breathed the first goal every day into all my daily
activities.
The second specific objective was ‘to determine perceptions of key
actors in promoting dematerialized practices’, which has been achieved
in chapter 4. This chapter reveals the perspective of people recognized
regionally, nationally and internationally for their actions in pursuit of
social, economic and/or environmental sustainability. This process was
so enriching and profound that for each interviewee I mentioned I felt
honoured to share the same life time with them. It was such a fluid process
that in just over three weeks I had already interviewed and transcribed the
interviews. But again, this process took up every minute of my time, even
when I was away from the computer.
The third and final specific goal was ‘to generate insights into the
adoption of dematerialization practices in knowledge societies in order to
achieve sustainable outcomes’. It was achieved thanks to the first two,
which gave me enough subsidies to suggest dematerialization practices in
order to achieve sustainable outcomes. This goal also resulted in the
creation of the proposed dematerialization cultural process framework. In
this way, I would like to propose the insights I personally had before and
during this process:
1. Generate your resource: it is not enough just to zero in on
our impact. We need to generate resources. And that we
will do with the new technologies, where we can generate
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

our own electricity and, if in excess, redistribute to the
energy network or even produce our own biogas with the
local sewage treatment plants, or even produce a good part
of our daily food with the urban and vertical gardens. And
beyond the new technologies, a change of behaviour, a
change of culture, thanks to the awareness of our weight
in the world. We must plant a tree so that it can provide
the air we breathe, the shade for our rest, the barrier
against adverse climatic conditions, the fruit for our food
and other animals.
Historical weight: we must take into account our weight
for the world, how our choices impact the social, the
environmental and the economic. For every element that
exists in the universe today, it has a history of evolution
for it to be what it is today and to provide us with what it
provides today. We must learn to respect the trajectory of
both inanimate materials and all forms of life on the
planet. We live in a circular environment by nature. We
have developed a linear production and we are realizing
that it does not fit into the planetary system.
Live without anguish: observe your pace of life and how
much anguish you carry within you. Anguish blinds us
and always makes us want more. It makes us devastate
forests, burst credit cards, and increase the number of
clothes. Watch your heart and be at peace. Seek
simplicity. Pleasure with simplicity eliminates anguish.
Look for new symbols and identifications. They no longer
need to be the most modern car, or the most expensive
clothing, or the happiest photo and many likes. They can
be the wonderful feeling of helping others, sharing and
being with nature.
Seek Ecological Literacy: Be aware that we are part of
something much bigger and educate your children to think
that way. Science shows us how small we are in
comparison to the immensity of the universe, and the
humbler we become, the more knowledge we acquire.
Be responsible for your actions. We may choose to be
ignorant of a subject, but we are still choosing. That is, not
choosing is also an action. So, the responsibility for our
actions is ours and no one else’s. We choose what to eat,
what to buy, how to get around, how to act, how to think,
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

how to speak, how to seek knowledge, how and what to
love.
Always do as far as your arm reaches. I do not think we
can change the world on our own, but wherever my arm
reaches, I will choose to do my best. They are small
gestures, but they impact on the emotional condition of
those who perform.
Change your lifestyle. Start small but start. Look for
emotional triggers that engage you to begin change. Try
to be close to the effect, such as living next to a landfill,
or even in a place threatened by rising sea levels, or in a
devastated forest. Feel part of that, because you really are.
Encourage and support alternative economies and local
markets. Be an active consumer, that is, a prosumer. If
technology is used as a stimulator of the creation of digital
structures that allow to do more sharing, stimulating the
market of services.
Seek to inform and understand the logic of economic
growth, consumption, flows and materials cycle. Use
technology as an ally in capturing and sharing data about
the origin, processing, workers, and externalities
generated in the production of a product or service.
Demand that the government embrace the cause and
stimulate the agenda of sustainable and dematerialized
practices. Require the government to set an example, as
well as regulate the disclosure of information regarding
the origin, processing and disposal of materials. Everyone
should have equal rights of access to environmental
services, without violating the planet’s carrying
capacities.
Dematerialization is an itinerant philosophical school and
is linked to existential values and lifestyle, where there is
a minimization of individual property of materials, and
where the emphasis is placed on obtaining experiences
instead of acquiring objects, generating value with
practices of dematerialization. The ways to live and
understand the cultural process of dematerialization is to
understand that matter gives way to information.
And finally, we must all be more thinking, creative,
artistic, cognitive, sensory and sensitive. Stimulate
unconventional thinking, test ideas, try dreams. And of
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course, all on the basis of compassion, a greater love for
all that surrounds us. Of a love for life that we have, for
this period in which we walk on the planet. Love and
gratitude for him providing everything we need.
In general, it is perceived that the sustainable practices coming
from dematerialization do not arrive by circumstances, they arrive by
conscience.
6.2

DELIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

This study was limited to understanding the cultural process of
dematerialization from the perspective of findings in literature review and
the perception of key actors in the promotion of dematerialization
practices.
As future work, this framework’s graphical representation may be
improved, as to make more explicit that the sequence of levels is not
mandatory, since in a practical operation the individual or group that
wishes to apply it should already have in essence some of the levels or
sublevels presented. One may try to represent the framework in
navigation form such as the theory of hyperlinks.
Also, it would be interesting to study this process in particular
communities and make comparisons between them. In this case, it is
necessary to develop mapping metrics for this community, to measure
how much the community has developed that item and sub items, and
how much needs to develop. This might be a very in-depth study, since
as well as developing the metrics, one must also validate them.
A future study may be related to public policies, because when
reformulating them, governments can use the themes presented in the
framework to achieve a city with sustainable results from more
dematerialized practices.
Another important study is the choice of a particular
dematerialization practice where experimentation is used instead of
acquiring an object and studying the effects of that choice.
Also, as future work, one could make mathematical measures of
how dematerialization practices result in sustainable outcomes.
To validate the proposed dematerialization cultural process
framework, an important study would be the application of it in a given
community and/or on selected practices of dematerialization.
New studies about Nature-based Solutions are emerging and an
important contribution would be in order to relate the positive impacts of
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dematerialization and/or the cycle to achieve more dematerialized
practices with the concept of Nature-based Solutions.
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APPENDIX A – Introduction text to the interviews

Dear Mr. / Ms,
I would like to thank you for your positive response on being my
interviewee on this subject which is so relevant to the humanitarian
moment we are living and fascinates me so much. Your participation is
extremely valuable and I appreciate the opportunity to add your point of
view to this study.
I am a researcher at the Humane Smart Cities Lab and Master's
student in the Engineering and Knowledge Management Program at the
Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil.
I am also a Materials Engineer and Physics, and the
“dematerialization” subject catches my attention regarding our
transformation into a sustainable society. We are already living this
process of dematerialization when we realize we do not need the physical
object in order to benefit from its service. For example, a book does not
need to physically exist; it only needs to be perceived. This allows you to
have a lot of virtual books and benefit from their content without needing
to use more resources to manufacture them.
Since we are living the dematerialization, I aim to understand the
cultural process related to it. Further, I believe that with daily
dematerialized actions we can achieve sustainable results in the
knowledge society.
Before beginning the interview, I would like to present the four
concepts I am dealing with.
The first one is the cultural process: Every human being has
wishes, interests and needs. Those three guide our daily choices and our
search for information and knowledge. When the knowledge and the
information we own connect to our wishes, interests, and needs, the
cultural process emerges. The cultural process has density and is rooted
in changes. It will guide our societal behaviour, the economy and our
environmental outcomes.
Secondly is the knowledge society: a knowledge society values
collaboration among economies; promotes sharing of knowledge; targets
at the collective well-being of the society as a whole and education to
foster the economy. The knowledge society is based on knowledge
workers, happiness as a goal and education.
Third, the sustainability: it is a very present notion in the planet’s
geological moment, where the society interacts positively with the
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environment and interprets a fullness in the interaction between society
and natural environment. The changes society provokes in ecosystems
must be soft to the point of not threatening the well-being of society, or
even the survival of the human species itself.
Lastly, the dematerialization: it is the reduction in the volume of
input and output materials, but also the minimization of individual
ownership of materials, where the emphasis is placed on obtaining
experiences rather than acquiring objects: more value, less mass. Thus,
dematerialization is the process of increasing the knowledge factor in
natural processes.

May we start?

